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•COLLEGE SENATE MEETING• 
Official Abridged Minutes 

April 14, 2017 
 

CALL TO ORDER:   Senator McMillan called the meeting to order at 3:01 p.m.  
       
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA:   Senator McMillan presented the agenda, then asked to amend the agenda 
to include an additional motion from Standards for Students. Hearing no objections, Senator McMillan asked 
for a motion to approve of the amended agenda. Senator Grinnell moved and Senator Floss seconded. The 
amended Senate agenda was approved. 
 
PRESENTATION OF THE MINUTES:  Senator McMillan presented the minutes of March 10, 2016.  
Senator McMillan stated that advanced correction requests were sent from both VP LeVine and VP Velez.  
The corrections were made prior to the meeting. The minutes of 3.10.16 were accepted with said 
modifications.   
 
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT  
 
Vice President of Finance and Management-Michael LeVine 
 
2017-18 NYS Enacted Budget Summary 
-via Power Point 
You can access the report at this link:  http://collegesenate.buffalostate.edu/reports-senate-2015-2017 
 
I just want to give you a brief update of what we know so far about the enacted state budget for 2017/18. If you 
recall in February I did a summary of the governor's executive budget, and this is pretty much a lot of the same 
information; it’s just enacted now. So we'll talk about operating budget, capital budget, and then a couple other 
items of interest.   
 
Operating Budget  
 
No change basically to our state tax support. The big concern is that there is no funding for any negotiated 
salary increases, and for us we're estimating that to be about $2.6m. There was a provision added to the 
governor's executive budget for maintenance of effort for four years, which is a good thing. Our new budget is 
not going to be any less than the current year budget. They play some games with what's included in that, so 
there could be some cuts, but they would be relatively minor. With the state revenue collections projected to be 
down over the next several years, having this maintenance of effort in there to prevent a big cut/mid-year, is a 
positive from our perspective.  
The $18m that SUNY has been getting for the last several years was continued, they use that to distribute to 
campuses however they please. And then there was a new rational tuition program approved; four years, up to 
$200.00 a year of undergraduate tuition increases. Any difference in the TAP will continue to be needed to be 
covered by the campuses. The big thing in the budget for operating is this Excelsior scholarship program, 
which we know nothing about. They've charged the Higher Education Services Corporation with developing the 
rules. But it is effective for this coming fall semester. The last dollar means tuition, minus TAP minus PELL 
and maybe college scholarships, and the balance is covered by this program. The tuition rate is frozen at this 
year's rates, and that's basically a way to save money for the state. This means we’ll have a program that 
provides different rates for different students, since these first Excelsior students are held at the 2016/17 rates.  
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No more than four years of full time study, unless it's a five year program. Students have to complete 30 
credits per year, and enroll in a least 12 per semester, and the purpose of that is to push the completion in four 
years. Family adjusted income you probably heard about, it is about $100k for the first year and then goes up 
to $110k and then $125k. And the student must live in New York State for the same number of years they got 
the scholarship for. So if you get four full years of this new scholarship, you have to live in New York State for 
four years. You don't have to work in New York State, but you also can't work in another state.   
 
So what is the impact for us that as we kind of look forward? We've talked in this group about a structural 
deficit that we have for this current year that will roll/be a starting point for next year of $3.3m. Assuming all the 
contracts are approved at what we estimate them to be approved at, we're looking at a $2.6m commitment that 
we will have to fund. It's very early but looking at enrollment we’re guessing we’re down 300 students, which is 
$1.8m. That leaves us with the deficit projected at this time about $7m. There may be some offset if there is a 
tuition increase but I think that that would be kind of minimal. The University-wide budget, special things that 
campuses get for special initiatives, the governor cut $14.9m in the executive budget. They were things that 
were cut in the previous year and added back by the Senate and the Assembly, and then the governor cut 
them again and now the Senate and assembly of put them back in again. It's the same amount as last year 
which is good. If the cuts were to happen it would have impacted our EOP program, our Small Business 
Development Center, and Graduate Diversity Fellowships.  
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Capital budget.   
Got $550m in funding which is an increase of $350m over the previous year, so that's really good news.  
$153.4m is allocated directly to campuses for existing facilities only; critical maintenance kind of things. $100m 
is allocated to the campuses for general use and so that gives us a little more flexibility if we need to do 
something new. For our campus that's $10.9m of capital, and in the previous year we got $6.7m, so that's a 
nice increase. There is also this bigger pot of money, $296.6m that is allocated to SUNY, for them to allocate 
to campuses. It's for high priority critical maintenance projects. We don't know yet how SUNY is going to 
handle that, but we're going to be pushing to get our piece of that. Things like our Steam Plant replacement, 
and Upton Hall, are prime candidates for priority critical maintenance projects. If we can move them to this 
funding, that frees up the other $10.9m for use on other things. The other positive of the Capital Plan is that it 
is intended to be part of a five year plan, and we haven’t had that in the last few years. Having that as an 
expectation gives us the ability to plan and take on other bigger projects. $55m to Empire State Development, 
7th round of SUNY 2020 Challenge Grants; so we are eligible to apply for those. $150m to the Regional 
Economic Councils and we are eligible to apply for that. The Start-Up NY program was slated to be changed 
significantly, and that was rejected and that program will continue as is, that is good news for us. You may 
recall a number of things that were put into the Executive Budget: oversight for procurement, oversight for 
affiliated entities, i.e., our Foundation and our Alumni Association, those were not passed. How are we 
addressing a fairly significant budget deficit? We have put out there ideas from 2010-11. If you have ideas we 
are interested in getting as much campus input as we can.  Any questions? 
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Senator DeWind:  My question with is with the Excelsior scholarship. Do we have any idea how the money is 
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supposed to travel back to the campuses? Is it getting dispensed to SUNY and then from SUNY to the schools 
like the maintenance of effort dollars that were supposed to come back from rational tuition?  
 
VP LeVine:  My guess is that it's going to be handled just like TAP. So we're going to have to put it on student 
bills, we're going to have to provide information to Higher Education Services Corp, and then they're going to 
have to validate and send the money back so there will be you know probably cash flow issues. Again we don't 
know very much detail on how to implement this. It's going to be a real administrative nightmare but we have to 
wait and see what they're expecting out of us.  
 
Senator McMillan:  I have three questions. Are we talking about increasing tuition?  
 
VP LeVine:  We don't make that decision, it's a SUNY decision that the board would take on. We were on a 
conference call earlier this week where the Chancellor said that we don't want to increase it if we don't have to.   
 
Senator McMillan:  Isn't each campus in a slightly different position? 
 
VP LeVine:  SUNY has to take into account everybody's position, and make a determination. 
 
Senator McMillan:  My second question; wasn’t there a contingency for students who wanted to go to grad 
school out of state who got Excelsior scholarships?  
 
VP LeVine:  Yes. There are provisions for stopping out of the program. And what you're probably referring to is 
if they went to graduate school out of state, which kind of puts them on hold, but then they got to come back 
and spend the four years or whatever. 
 
Senator McMillan:  In that capital fund, that extra money of approximately $10.9m, could that be used to fund 
the original plan for SAMC?   
 
VP LeVine:  Yes, would be my guess. 
 
Senator McMillan:  But is it going to be?   
 
VP LeVine:  We have a meeting coming up in a month with the construction fund for annual planning and 
we've got to put together all our priorities, and this idea of one $100m of flexible money does allow us to do few 
different things that we could not do before. I think the president and the cabinet are going to have to make a 
decision on which of the things are more important because there are several things that we could do. And you 
know lobbying may work in this instance, I don't know.   
 
REMARKS OF THE CHAIR 
  
Senator McMillan:   Will have remarks in full at the May Senate meeting. 
   
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
Academic Plan Committee (APC)-Jason Grinnell, Chair 
Institutional Learning Outcomes (formerly ACLO) Proposal-revised from March meeting 
(See Appendix A for this motion) 
Senator Grinnell:  I did some more checking. The initial resolution calling for the adoption of All College 
Learning Outcomes was May 10th 2013, so if you push me back another month I can't even say I did it in four 
years; so can we please get this adopted today? The draft from the motion that you've seen reflects what I saw 
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in the minutes and what Senator Kline reported. It is the content of the two friendly amendments at our last 
meeting. That is ‘creativity’ has been added to the scholarship outcome, and the word ‘Urban’ has been 
restored to its original glory.   
 
Senator McMillan: There was no discussion on the motion, Senate approved motion.   
  
By-Laws & Elections Committee (BL&E)-Lynn Boorady, Chair-Elections 2017 
 
Senator Boorady announced the Elections begin on Monday, April 17th and run through Friday, April 28th 
@11:59 p.m. There are two At-Large seats up for elections and one UFS seat, plus one Alternate UFS seat. 
 
Senator Boorady then presented a motion to reduce the number of Undergraduate student seats on the 
College Senate from 10 to 6. Two seats would remain Graduate student seats. 

 Senate Bylaws and Elections Committee  
Recommendation for Reduction of undergraduate student senate seats  

April 14, 2017  
Whereas the undergraduate student voice is important in the shared governance at Buffalo State College;  
Whereas currently students represent 20% of the senate membership at Buffalo State College, which is significantly 
higher than at other SUNY institutions;  
Whereas the majority of undergraduate students who currently hold seats do not attend senate meetings on a regular 
basis;  
Whereas the lack of student participation can affect the quorum in senate meetings; and  
Whereas the graduate student seats are not been correctly represented in our current Bylaws; now, therefore, be it  
Resolved, that Buffalo State College Senate By-Laws be modified by  

1. reducing undergraduate senate seats from 10 to a total of 6, and  
2. accurately reflecting the two graduate student seats.  

 
If this recommendation is approved, the College Senate Bylaws and Elections Committee will be charged with revising 
the Senate Bylaws and Handbook to reflect these changes. 
 
Senator DeWind:  I have to, on principle, disagree with the idea of reducing the student Senator seats due to 
their lack of attendance here. This doesn’t strike me as a particularly good reason not to try to get them here. It 
seems like we're failing to reach/engage them in the activities in the Senate. The twenty percent was set 
specifically to give them a voice in this body, and all we would end up doing is reducing the voice that the 
students have in the Senate. So I don't think that's a particularly good working solution to it. Whereas reflecting 
the two graduate seats makes a lot of sense and so I personally would want to see that split into two motions.   
 
Senator Ben-Merre:  Just how many undergraduate student senators are here today; just out of curiosity?     
 
(Everyone looked around and there were no undergraduate students present.) 
 
Senate Qualls:  I am in favor of this motion. Because I don't think real numbers adequately reflect 
representation, I've always felt that way. Because there are more numbers, does not necessarily mean that 
there is good representation. I always thought it was too many undergraduate student senators. I would 
suggest that we need more faculty involved. Nevertheless I speak in favor of it. I really don't believe that the 
representation is reflected in the numbers.   
 
Senator Boorady:  Thank you.   
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Senator Brickhouse:  Has this been brought up to USG and the students and if they are in agreement, or 
have concerns about losing seats? 
 
Senator Boorady:  Correct. There's been longstanding discussion between the USG president and the 
student senators and they have backed us. They have they not come out against this. 
 
Senator McMillan:  Plus my most recent conversation with last week and with Terron Grant USG President; 
he feels like this is a reasonable motion from the USG standpoint. Now remember USG is not student 
representation here. There are USG representatives that sit on the College Senate. So USG has an opinion 
but that's not the Senate body. The vote is going to be up to us the Senate body. The vote is not today by the 
way all we're doing is introducing it to talk about the reasons for this motion. I'd like to hear everybody's 
opinions about what it should be, and then we'll vote on this next month. Also take this back to your 
constituents, that's your job.   
 
Senator Floss:  Just a different concept is I understand that all of the students are essentially elected and are 
now representing other groups. And other campuses there are seats that are sort of designated for certain 
areas. For example, athletics elects a seat, or commuters for example would be another group with a seat. I'm 
just wondering whether or not that was viewed as a way of getting more participation, but also more diverse 
participation, so that we'll find out when there are problems earlier, in that the Senate might become an early 
warning system to issues. I only put it out there as part of the discussion that we should probably think about.   
 
Senator McMillan:  Right now in the way our by-laws reads is that the undergraduate students that are 
elected based on the bylaws of the USG. So unless we change a lot of things in our bylaws about asking for 
specific seats, we could recommend to the USG that they change their bylaws to get representation. 
 
Senator Floss:  Or we could take over the election. I mean the reason we do it is because they're already 
paying for an election, and we don't want to pay twice for an election but that doesn't mean we couldn't change 
our by-laws and then discuss with them having the election for their folks. I get the problems with that but there 
are ways of dealing with this if that's what we want. 
 
Senator Boorady:  There are number ways that that we can deal with this. I was a little bit shocked that when 
students are elected from USG, the losers of that election get to be on the College Senate. So we need to 
engage the students in many different ways, and that is certainly one of them.  
 
Senator Floss:  I will apologize for that. I was the USG advisor twenty or twenty five years ago, when we had 
huge numbers of students and we were trying to find places for people to participate. We used to have twenty 
or thirty extra students who wanted to be on. But we also had an awful lot of community - whether it was 
athletics, or theatre, or all of the other groups that used to really participate. A lot of that stopped happening. 
The whole rationale for why we did what we did doesn't exist anymore. So to some extent I agree with you, but 
I would like to maybe reopen it up to some of these groups, and say to the residence halls for example, that 
they have representation here.  
 
Senator Boorady:  We have six seats in order to be able to do that. 
 
Senator Floss:  I understand, but when nobody has ownership, nobody gets out to get somebody to be here. 
So I'm talking about how we engage students.   
 
Senator Grinnell:  Just to read the obvious into the record, it's perfectly compatible to reduce the number of 
students seats and then encourage USG to earmark those seats for specific student seats.   
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Senator Reid:  Has the Student Welfare Committee looked at this? 
 
Senator Rosen-Brand:  Yes we (SWC) have looked at the issue, and we are in agreement for the reduction. 
 
Senator McMillan: I’d like to give you a little more background of where this came from. It came from me and 
then I gave it to Bylaws and made them do all the work. I've been on Senate for six years. I've been chair now 
for two. I think we could do more to engage students. But I also did some research. I contacted all the other 
campus governance leaders across all of SUNY - we have 22.9% of our Senate in student seats, nobody else 
comes close. Geneseo has 19%, which is the closest it gets, they have a very large Senate with 95 seats and 
a large number of students that also participate. I absolutely believe in the student voice and I would never 
ever want to get rid of our student seats; we need to have a student voice. My goal, however, is that I don't 
want to increase the size of our Senate, but we have another group of people who are not represented well in 
the Senate. That's the contingent faculty, especially the adjunct faculty. I would like to find a way to do that – 
but this will be out of my hands starting next year. This was supposed to come as a package deal but there are 
too many complications with figuring out how to get contingents on to the Senate. We couldn't do it all this year 
- my goal was to swap four for four, I'm not sure four is going to be the right number of adjunct seats. I don't 
know how we're going to do it. But we can start by potentially making a reduction in the number of student 
seats; not to lose the student voice, but maybe we can go out and be more proactive about getting six good 
students, and hopefully at some point maybe find a way to get representation of another group.    
 
Senator DeWind:  I fail to understand how decreasing the population of representation in one group, and 
increasing it in another, does not decrease one group's voice, and also likewise increase in others.  
 
Senator Boorady: The other group doesn't have a voice right now. 
 
Senator DeWind:  But they have the ability to have it. Whether or not they're using it, whether they're 
exercising their franchise is another matter. Removing their option to do such is a different thing. Once again if 
we get rid of student seats and add faculty seats, then professional staff for instance, is now decreasing in 
percentage as well. Our voice is getting diminished because of that. I don't see how you can say that we're 
going to get rid of their seats, but this is not going to remove their voice, it's doing exactly that. 
 
Senator Boorady:  I would rather see six fully engage students, than ten who don't show up to meetings. I 
think we can do better with this. 
 
Senator DeWind:  Then let’s get this fixed. 
 
Senator Brickhouse:  On Senate committees you don't have to be a student senator to be on committees; so 
a voice could be heard and bring more student participation on actual committee work, correct? 
 
Senator McMillan:  Yes.   
 
Senator Ettestad:  If there are less student senators, maybe they would feel more like ‘oh this is more 
important to come.’ If you have a lot of people ‘oh I can miss going’. With less people they may make more of 
an effort to want to come.   
 
Senator Vince Garland:  I can see both sides of the proposal. I think the unintended consequence might 
outweigh the actual carry through if this does pass. The message that we might be sending to our students, the 
twenty percent of the membership at Buffalo State how that's greater than other SUNY institutions actually 
could be a selling point to Buffalo State to start with. Beyond that, I understand that because there are 
absences, you may want to eliminate some seats. But I would think/hope that because we're bearing in mind 
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that these are students and they are therefore learning, that there would be some sort of a remediation sent to 
them, or some sort of beyond the effort to engage/ because we're always trying to do that, before you take the 
step to reduce the seats.   
 
Senator McMillan:  Explain what you mean. Because I've emailed them, I've called them I have contacted 
them. 
 
Senator Vince Garland:  But that's new information for me. I don't know what's going on. All I know as a 
senator is that I’m hearing we have too many student seats and they aren't attending. 
 
Senator McMillan:  I just want to make it clear I don't think we have too many students’ seats. I think I would 
like to see a smaller number of student seats there's a slightly different way of saying the same thing. I 
understand that many of you have some passion about this. We have the ability to vote on this in May; it could 
not pass, and we will continue to have the same number of student seats. I want this to be the Senate body's 
decision, this is not my decision, that's why I'm bringing it to you. If you feel very strongly that we're not going 
to change the Senate seats, that's how you're going to vote, and that's okay. But in the end the vote will decide 
what we do so and we will have another discussion about this in May. If there are any other strong feelings 
either way, I would be happy to hear them, but I would like to move to the next thing. We will have the 
opportunity to talk about this and I highly encourage you to talk to your constituents about this. Come back in 
May with whatever motion you want to make or vote you would cast. 
 
Senator Goodman:  A point of order or information. Isn't it true that since we're changing the By-laws that 
actually a vote here won’t finish the job?  Don't we have to do it with yet another election? This would just be to 
get it on to a ballot for the campus?  
 
Senator Boorady:  She has charged By Laws and Elections to actually change the wording in the By-Laws. 
 
Senator Goodman:  Doesn’t the by-laws requires a campus wide vote to change?   
 
Senator Boorady:  But we are doing what our parliamentarian told us to do. Bring this motion forward. 
(off mike in background-consultation with Senator Reid) Slade Gellin the Senate Parliamentarian was not 
present). 
 
Senator McMillan:  If we vote to do this in May, then I would charge the By-Laws and Elections Committee 
with making that change. We can we can clarify in May what the process will be. I can't answer this, so there is 
no point in speculating. We will clarify process in May.   
 
Instruction and Research-(I&R)-Scott Goodman, Chair 
Senator Goodman presents for vote:  the revised DOPS Policy on Academic Misconduct-(see Appendix 
B for motion) 
This was brought to the Senate last time, so I presume we're going to vote on it. There have been some small 
changes. The student may wish to seek advice or counsel from advisor or a staff member or student support 
services on campus prior to any sort of meetings so just being explicit that students can go out there and get 
advice from other parties. We also added in two places that teleconferencing or other sorts of technology like 
that can be used in response to the concern(s) regarding Academic Misconduct hearings or procedures for 
distance learning classes or students overseas, or whatever contingencies might arise. So we did make those 
changes.   
 
Senator Ben-Merre:  Can you clarify VII-B- I. It says quote; “If the Academic Misconduct Committee (AMC) 
determines that the allegation of academic misconduct is substantiated the sanctions will be outlined in the 
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statement of resolution and then the sentence sanctions may be determined with input from the instructor.” 
Does this mean the instructor does not determine the sanctions?  
 
Senator Goodman:  The original statement or resolution was prepared by the instructor. So if it reaches this 
point, I presume (and I might defer to Senator Maldonado on this issue) that this is after the hearing has 
occurred, and the sanctions imposed at that point would mean the faculty member wouldn’t be involved in that.  
It's up to the AMC at that point right?   
 
Senator Ben-Merre:  It's to clarify the word ‘input’ in B.  
 
Senator Goodman:  I think the question is how is faculty input in the sanctions included at this point by the 
academic misconduct committee. The intention here would be to consult with the instructor about the 
appropriateness of the sanction of misconduct. 
 
Senator Maldonado: The intent of B is for the AMC to be able to consult with the instructor if the student has 
been found responsible. To make sure that there is agreement on the sanction. So it is input not necessarily 
levying the sanction.   
 
Senator Rosen-Brand: Throughout the policy there is reference to being able to seek advice or counseling 
from an advisor or faculty member etc. There is reference to student support services on campus; I would like 
to recommend removing that word ‘student’ so there won't be confusion relative to the former student support 
service program on campus.   
 
Senator McMillan:  I think we can make a friendly amendment to this, and just make one change. The change 
that was asked for is to remove the word ‘student’ in front of ‘support services’, in case you didn't hear what 
Senator Rosen Brand was saying, so that it is not confused with the old name of ‘student support services’. 
Does anyone have any objection to removing the word ‘student’? What it would remain is just ‘support.  Is 
everyone is good with that?  We just need to make sure we make that note.  
 
There were no other comments or questions and the motion was approved. 
 
Graduate Thesis Project-motion introduced for discussion-(See Appendix C for motion) 
 
Senator Goodman:  What I commonly refer to as the 721/722 policy but is the maybe more formally the 
graduate thesis project continuation policy. The policy has been in existence since 2010, it had a troubled start 
it now seems to be sort of rolling along. Last year, if you recall, there was another section of that original 
motion from the Senate that was to compensate faculty for overseeing thesis, and that has since happened. I 
believe I saw a policy from the provost recently on that. The final piece of this was we were asked to look at 
this several years ago and it's been about three years in making this revision. Most of it is language changes; 
the original policy presumed certain things that all graduate programs are 30 credits for example, and that 
students completed 6 credits, a capstone at the very end. It seemed that one of the major changes here is that 
students wouldn't start the so-called 721 clock, the process of registering for 721, until they were done with all 
their registered requirements for their program, whatever that is. Graduate programs differ from the number of 
credit requirements, 30 being very common, but certainly there are many other models on campus. The main 
change besides that sort of language is the original policy had a 24 month/2 year/4 semester delay between 
when a student was finished signing up for their thesis or project and when they would start paying one credit a 
semester to continue at Buffalo State in good standing. The committee deliberated on that as an obvious place 
to be concerned and I think we settled on one year. We felt strongly that that one year was enough time after 
the semester they've signed up or finished their entire graduate program. Students have another year sort of 
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grace period before they have to start paying. And so that's a change from basically two years to one year in 
our recommendation.   
 
Senator McMillan:  Is there any discussion? None. We will be voting in May on this. 
 
Standards for Students Committee (S4S)- Heather Maldonado, Chair 
 
Senator Maldonado presents Guidelines for Promotion resolution (for introduction)  
(See Appendix D for motion) 
It is time for us to have a discussion prior to the vote related to the DOPS policy revision on Guidelines for 
Promotions. Recall that this was introduced in guidelines for documenting teaching effectiveness. Recall it was 
introduced back in February and that this is an offshoot of the 2015 CAS self-study, followed by the 2016 
campus recommendations to improve advisement. One of the recommendations was to include advisement in 
the promotion guidelines so that faculty members engaging in that activity can have it count toward the 
promotion process. The Standards for Students Committee through review of the National Association of 
academic advising guidelines and campus consultation in practice placed the advising clauses in this policy in 
the teaching category and the motion that was introduced back in February reflects various related sections 
with advisement in teaching.   
 
Senator Nikischer:  On behalf of the School of Education, I would like to make a motion to amend this motion; 
to move advisement to ‘service.’ We do not oppose the evaluation of ‘advisement’, but we feel that teaching is 
a unique and important skill that has already been adequately understood how to evaluate, and that ‘service’ 
could use a more quantifiable evaluation component. It's an excellent choice to move this to ‘service' and we 
hope you will support that amendment. Senator Ben-Merre seconds. 
 
Senator McMillan:  We will discuss this amendment, to move the advisement evaluation to service in our 
DOPS guidelines. Any comments about that amendment?   
 
Senator Sherman:  I can make an argument for it both ways. One way is advisement is time, where we teach 
a student one on one about the curriculum, and the importance, and how they graduate. It is very academically 
oriented, as well as career oriented. All faculty are supposed to be doing service, so the number of us doing it, 
isn't really the issue. Service you could look at ‘advising’ as a service, because it's a service we're providing to 
students to do this. I understand from the Education Department point of view why teaching should be that 
way. I also understand that maybe ‘service’ needs some more work. But I don't know if that means advising 
should be moved from ‘teaching’ to ‘service’ or we just evaluate service as well.  
 
Senator McMillan:  You mean evaluate in two places? 
 
Senator Sherman:  No not evaluated by advising in two places, but work out what the criteria is and the 
rubrics that we use for promotion that take into account what we do and how much service and how much 
advising, and how much teaching. I actually think it belongs in teaching.  
 
Senator Qualls:  It's an interesting recommendation for a move. If you look at ‘service’ a service tends to be 
indirect impact on students, whereas advising is a direct interaction with students as is teaching. There could 
be arguments made for both and I think the implications are what we need to look at. How does the faculty feel 
about in terms of what is the implication for their tenure and review process. So this is definitely something 
that's important to faculty. So yes ‘service’ it could go either way, but my argument is that because of the direct 
interaction with students, just as teaching is, I think we need to let it stay with teaching. The other part of that 
advising not only includes schedules, but it also includes when we have the office hours for reviewing exams, 
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you know for helping them with learning strategies, a number of things. The main thing is direct interaction as 
is teaching. It should stay with teaching. 
 
Senator Goodman:  In favor of motion. I feel strongly that advising should be under ‘service’. We do that in my 
department and we value advising. When I write letters as chair it's prominently in there. But frankly not all 
people in my department advise. I assign good advisors to advise, there are (in compensating for that), other 
faculty that do other types of service. I cannot do the same thing with teaching. Once this becomes part of 
teaching, I feel like now I have to spread it equally across my faculty to give them all the same teaching load. I 
can't imagine that I will be allowed to allow a particularly good advisor to slip on their teaching, to have a 
course reduction without asking someone. I feel like the way this is done internally within a department that 
‘service’ is the right category. It's cleaner to keep teaching as a classroom component and to keep advising on 
the side of the service.   
 
Provost Perreault:  Why do we accept bad advising? 
 
Senator Goodman:  I hate to presume that everybody's equal at everything. There are some people who are 
gifted advisors and that is something that we value in our department so they do more of it. Other people are 
good at fixing chemical equipment. Not everybody does everything perfect, everybody does have to teach. 
 
Senator Floss: Talked in favor of the motion - if we look at the criteria to be used under the SUNY board of 
trustees policies at what it says effectiveness in teaching it says as demonstrated by such things as judgment 
of colleagues, development of teaching materials or new courses, and student reaction is determined from 
surveys, interviews, and classroom observation. That doesn't seem to follow in their criteria, whereas if we go 
to effectiveness of university service as demonstrated by such things as college and university public service, 
committee work, administrative work, and work with students is I think the important part, in addition to formal 
teaching relationships. It seems to me the Committee is putting it where it best fits in the SUNY Board of 
Trustees policies.  
 
Senator Zhang:  Speaking for the motion - The campus is already mightily challenged in trying to assert its 
valuing of good teaching, though it often fails to make the inextricable connection between teaching skills and 
resultant successful learning. So we want to make it very clear. We don't want to distract the focus on the 
excellence in teaching by assessing advisement along with it. Muddying the clear evidence of robust and 
multidimensional teaching by adding an evaluation of a faculty member’s skill in advisement is not a step in the 
right direction if we hope to make good teaching our top priority. On the other hand, we have observed that 
service activities seem to run a poor third in the triple faculty responsibility of teaching, scholarship and service 
(we even list it that way). More robust dimensions of service than “how many committees one serves on” need 
to be advanced. Therefore, adding the definition and evaluation of multiple forms of student advisement would 
fit well in assessing faculty’s service. To us, the importance of good advisement, mentoring and student 
support is an undervalued function on this campus. We believe that adding advisement to service will only 
strengthen its importance. We do value student advisement, but we feel that we still need to distinguish that 
from teaching.  
 
Senator Maldonado:  One of the other arguments that came forward is that there are a couple departments 
on campus where there is not advisement as part of the load. So their concern out of that area is what that 
means for the promotion processes for people in that department if they don't have the opportunity to do 
advisement. So I give that to you for your consideration as well. The other piece that I want to throw out there 
before you vote on the motion is that because we did have an extended period of time between introduction of 
this particular motion and we heard some of the concerns that were coming out of the body, Standards for 
Students had a chance to discuss this. And really for S4S, based on the three years that we've been working 
on this, our main goal is to make sure that advisement gets into this policy someplace, so that people who are 
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doing advising are getting rewarded and acknowledged for the work that they're doing in their promotion 
process. So I just want to put that out there that in the event the motion carries, I have an alternate motion that 
you will see a very quickly; #alt motion, and we'll move this right along.   
 
Senator Brickhouse called the question and Senator Floss seconded. 
 
Senator McMillan:  All right the question has been called and seconded.  All those in favor of ending 
discussion on this motion? All those opposed? Motion approved to end discussion. We have finished the 
discussion on this motion. I can't take any more discussion.   
 
Senator DeWind:  Just to verify, could you read out now what the amended version of this now says.   
 
Senator McMillan:  We don't have that, but I will tell you what we're voting on. The motion was to move the 
advisement piece for promotion and tenure guidelines from ‘teaching’ into ‘service’. We do not have language 
about that at this time, but we have a motion to move it. So the motion that we're going to vote on is ‘aye’ will 
move this to ‘service’.  And ‘nays’ will keep it in ‘teaching’. All those in favor of moving the advisement piece for 
promotion and tenure into service? (Majority Ayes) All those opposed nay (2). Motion carries, approved.   
(This action led to the Alternate motion Senator Maldonado prepared in advance anticipating voting would go 
this way; with the language/action just approved.) (Please see Appendix D-1 for *alternate motion) 
 
Senator Maldonado:  Given recent developments in the College Senate, Standards for Students would like to 
present an *Alternate Motion (see Appendix D-1 for this motion) related to the Guidelines for Promotion on 
campus. What you're about to see is the visual representation of the amended motion. You will see we are 
literally cutting the language out of the teaching areas, and moving it to the service areas, there's no other 
change in the language, it's just the placement of the language in the new model that will eventually show up 
there in ‘service’.   
 
Senator McMillan:  Discussion on the amended motion? All those in favor of this motion which is moving the 
one piece into service? Ayes majority. Opposed? Nay (few). Motion carried, approved.   
 
DOPS Policy on Credit Overlap Motion-(See Appendix E for motion) 
 
Senator Maldonado:  This motion actually impacts four DOPS policies. This was sent around in your packet. 
It was also sent out to various other campus entities; the associate deans, financial aid, registrar, student 
accounts to get some feedback from them as well. And there was a fair amount of data analysis that went into 
the construction of this motion. The reason there are four parts that are being discussed at the same time is 
these four policies all reflect credit overlap in academic programs, and it was very clear to the subcommittee 
that these four policies had all been constructed separately, mayhap without reflection on the others. So the 
attempt here is to bring these four policies into alignment with each other and to build upon some 
commonalities among them. We contacted the SUNY Provost Office to get the SUNY policies on these areas 
and you can read in the whereas that SUNY does not have policies related to dual degrees, second major, 
single degrees or minors nor does the state department of Education review minors so the lack of these 
external entities allow us to make campus policy. We also looked at our SUNY peers to see what their policies 
were related to dual degrees and second major single degree policy. We found that we were a bit out of 
compliance. For each policy the top of the page is what the policy would look like - it's just a clean read through 
the proposed revised policy and on the bottom are the track changes of the current policy so you can see what 
changes were made. The things that have little comments next to them, they're not policy changes so much as 
editorials to fix things that weren't corrected in the policy when the college changed other things. Like the fact 
that we don't have a Bachelor of Technology degree. So the four policies taken in order; the dual 
baccalaureate degree, the key pieces here are; moving from 152 credits down to 150 credits, that is consistent 
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with our SUNY peers, they're doing the 150 work. There's the related movement from a significant additional 
coursework moving from 32 to 30 credits, that matches the credit shift. In case anyone's interested, we don't 
have many students that pursue dual degrees, it's a very small number. The bulk of our work was looking at 
degree offerings students completing the second major single degree, and here one of the things that was 
added to the dual degree was 15 distinct upper division credits between the two degree programs, and that is 
in keeping with our SUNY peers. We added similar language to the second major single degree, because the 
current policy simply reads completion of a baccalaureate degree in one major with the fulfillment of a second 
major. It doesn't talk anything about credits or distinctly different or anything like that so we added that 
language to parallel what we're suggesting in the dual degree. I was surprised at how few students we actually 
have doing said second major single degrees, perhaps it's something we can work on in advising. It's about 58 
students a year. Between spring 2013 and summer 2016 we had 206 students, which seemed like a pretty 
small number to me. And then the next question the committee wanted to ask is we were thinking about the 
suggesting policy that would bring us into alignment with our SUNY peers; well how many majors would be 
impacted? There’s not many students, but how many majors would have similar impact? The current proposed 
policy for the single degree second major; there are only two programs that would have a problem, where 
students would no longer be able to graduate. There are other programs that have more than 15 credit 
overlaps but it involves lower division overlaps, so those are all fine and clear. The two programs are electrical 
engineering and smart grid, and electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. And they have 56 to 68 
credit hours of overlap and 39 to 42 credit hours of overlap. Our understanding from conversations with one of 
the faculty members in the department; the students do want these specialization these two areas it is helpful 
for them in employment. But conversations also pursued that we also have certificate programs now, so that 
might be an option to create certificates related to this, so students can still get the credential and be 
marketable. The committee’s feeling was we do need to have distinct differentiation when we are offering 
multiple credentials.   
 
Part four is student eligibility for an academic minor. Again in keeping with having parallel rules and 
regulations, the minor must include at least 9 distinct credits. We expanded on the not overlapping with major 
requirements (because we do get a lot of student confusion about does it count does it not count). The other is 
in the curriculum section that talks about proposing a minor. The piece where it says; ‘a minor may include no 
more than half its credits at the lower division level a maximum of three courses at the transfer credit will be 
permitted’, didn't move from the proposal where it currently exists, to the student eligibility piece. And it is the 
student eligibility piece that's picked up in the catalog. We fairly regularly get petitions from students wanting to 
have additional transfer credits because they didn't realize this was a rule until too late and things like that.  
This is really more about bringing DOPS Policy One, in alignment with currently existing DOPS Policy Two. 
 
The addition is the clarifying the distinctly different piece of the minors that we just talked about and there's 
also adding two pieces to this one is a student may declare up to two minors. We do have students doing more 
than two minors. But the committee felt that should be something that is done by exception rather than as 
common practice, so that there can be meaningful conversations with advisors, the Career Development 
Center, to say ‘well instead of three minors, how about a single degree second major and two minors or 
something that might work.’ Not to say that it can't be possible but that would be a through petition. And that's 
the other piece that's added as explicitly stating in the proposal for minor, that students can petition any of the 
minor policy violations.   

 
So these are all presented to you en masse, which I know is a lot. But because they are all interrelated, we 
wanted to be able for you to see them as a collective whole.   
 
Senator McMillan:  This is just being introduced, we'll vote for it in May. Are there any comments/questions?   
 
Senator Goodman:  On the minor policy and maybe on all of them; is there provision for not just from students 
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to receive overrides but for departments? For example, I know our minor does not beat the criteria for half 
upper level. We've received no special dispensation from the Provost’s Office to keep offering it.   
 
Senator Maldonado:  Does Curriculum Committee have an appeals process within your committee?     
 
Senator Sands O’Connor:  When minors come to us if we have a problem we let the department know and 
they can talk to the Provost. So if they have done that, then we have nothing more to say. We defer to the 
Provost at all times.   
 
Provost Perreault:  Note that for the record, and please print that.   
 
Senator Maldonado:  So it would appear that the college has a practice to allow departmental special 
compensation/exception.   
 
Senator Maldonado:  I thought I'd share with you we've gotten some feedback related to the credit overlap 
motion from financial aid. There are a couple of other pieces that are kind of advisement advice for students. 
So those might get it added to the advisement paragraphs that you may see in the final motion. And then there 
are some implementation questions from the Registrar's Office staff, which I need to follow up with it.   
 
Establish a Deadline for Matriculating Undergraduate Students- Resolution-for introduction  
(See Appendix F for motion) 
 
The last thing standard for students is going to introduce today is a new motion. It's actually a resolution to 
establish an enforced acknowledgement deadline for matriculating undergraduate students. We currently have 
suggested acknowledgement deadline of May 1st as evidenced in the first whereas. As you can see in the 
material that was sent with this, we did some data analysis on when students were applying and are 
acknowledging. We looked at this through application levels, date of application, of admission acceptance, and 
acknowledgement. The committee found it to be pretty telling with the retention figures for the last four years 
2014-16. When you see that prior to our posted deadline of May 1st we have a 91% retention rate for those 
students who acknowledged by that for 2014-15 and 90% for 2016. So 90% or above for those students who 
acknowledge by May 1st.  Probably part of that is because the Honors Program is a May 1st deadline that is 
enforced, so that's part of that. From May 1st to July 31st 88% in 2014, 89% 2015, 89% 2016. So still solid 
numbers through the end of August. And then we start seeing things go down. We looked at mid-August to 
mid-September. The September 15th date is in there because we did have some students acknowledged as of 
September 15th. And you can see 83%, 74%, 77%. There's a significant difference between those who are 
acknowledging by May 1st and those who are acknowledging toward the end of August, or into September, with 
their retention from fall to spring and likely beyond. We think that's problematic. The committee also had a fair 
amount of conversation about the time that it takes for college faculty and staff to help shepherd 211, 245, 243 
students through what it takes to get ready for the first day of class, or third week of class, depending on when 
they actually acknowledge, to get started and to be successful. And the time that is spent with those late 
admits or late acknowledgement students who are not retained at the same percentage as the other students, 
is taking away from the students who are here meeting deadlines in good academic standing. So we end up 
having two different populations that may not be as well served as they could be. The committee is bringing 
forward a recommendation related to the recruitment, retention, and graduation of students. We anticipate 
BSAC and Vice President of Finance & Management may have something to say. But the S4S charge is 
related to student recruitment, retention, and graduation. So our resolution is to set up an acknowledgement 
deadline that is enforced two weeks prior to the first day of the fall semester so that students have the time it 
takes to do all the processes, get their financial aid in order, get their health insurance waivers taken care of, 
so they have money available perhaps for book deferments, build and confirm their schedules, order their 
books, and be ready to start classes/best position for success.   
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Senator McMillan:  This is being introduced today, and we're going to vote on it in May. Any comments?  
 
Senator Sands O’Connor:  I just wanted to make sure I understood. So if the first day of class was August 
30th then the last acknowledgement would be August 16th?  
 
Senator Maldonado:  Yes. 
 
Senator Sherman:  So that means we will be eliminating the fact that during the first two weeks of school or 
more, we're not giving students their first schedule? 
 
Senator Maldonado:  The resolution includes language that students who acknowledge after the deadline of 
the two weeks prior to the first day of class for the semester would be deferred to the next semester and so 
they would be able to come in as a non-matriculated student in the fall semester, I would imagine, or as an 
auditor in the current semester but it would take that burden off trying to create schedules two weeks before, 
one week before, the day of, a week into, that all of you who have experienced in your offices.   
 
Senator Floss:  Obviously the students who are coming in late aren't as prepared and probably need 
additional help. I'm wondering whether the committee looked at taking these now non-matriculated students 
who will sort of be off somewhere. Do we know what majors they might want to be in? I'm just wondering 
whether or not this group of 200 or 300 people need to be put into a department; you know we have pre-
majors, which isn't the right word, but maybe they need to be put in a place where then they'll know how to 
matriculate, and get here on time, as opposed to sort of being shoved around. I think what happens in retention 
is if they're not tied to a department or anything, they're probably the first people who are going to be out the 
door. So if we've decided that that's a problem, I'm just wondering about a solution  
 
Senator Maldonado:  Well I would question the assumption that the students who are acknowledging mid-
August to the end, are not as prepared, or might otherwise be struggling. They may have been waiting for 
other offers from other in places, any number of things. So we don't know why from our data, why students are 
waiting. Your point however about should we have a specific intervention for this cohort of students who we 
know applied to be a matriculated student, but missed a deadline and choose to come non-matriculated, sure 
seems like a great intervention. The other piece is that there's something different happening this year already. 
The new student family programs team is making lots of phone calls and admissions is doing yeoman's work 
trying to increase yield earlier. We have the dean's honors program which also has an earlier deadline. So 
there's already initiatives going on to try to get people to acknowledge sooner. The issue that we're seeing is 
allowing us to have a deadline when we have to say ‘this is the day that we need you to tell us for sure by, and 
two weeks before the start of the semester is not’.  
 
There was no other discussion. 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
There was no Unfinished Business. 
 
SPECIAL BUSINESS 
 
Senator Jason Grinnell and Dean Mark Severson present General Education Task Force Remarks 
Our goals are for general education at Buffalo State to incorporate: 

• High-impact practices 
• Interdisciplinary aspects 
• A reflective component 
• Urban engaged 
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The past year we have discussed: 

• The general education reform expectations outlined in the Buffalo State College Strategic Plan 
• SUNY’s requirements for general education and for seamless transfer 
• Middle States expectations and standards 
• The All College Learning Outcomes just approved by the Senate 

 
We have convened three sub-committees, one to look at compliance and constraints, one to look at peer 
institutions, and one to study best-practices. We have been in consultation with SIFOC, and eagerly await the 
results of the SIFOC IF14 survey. At this time, several models of what Gen Ed could look like on our campus 
have been roughed out. We expect to reconcile and adapt them into two distinct draft proposals to bring before 
the campus for comment and criticism at the beginning of Fall 2017. 
 
Senator Shephard:  I've been advising the last couple of weeks and something that concerns me with the 
Intellectual Foundations (IF) is that certain sections like Diversity, there most of the courses have prerequisites 
and those prerequisites either have a major restriction or the course for diversity has a major restriction. And 
since these are IF, I want to make sure that in our new IF, that these are courses are accessible to all students, 
since I thought that was the purpose of these courses. 
 
Senator Grinnell:  Agreed. My understanding was that is a current rule of Gen. Ed. 
 
There was no New Business. 
 
CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS-(CQ’s) 
 
Vice President LeVine addresses two CQ’s 
 
CQ:  Campus vehicles driving and parking on the sidewalks?   
A:  We addressed the sidewalk issue and the vehicles at the last Senate meeting-(March 10th 2017) you can 
see responses in those minutes.  So refer to the link below:  
http://collegesenate.buffalostate.edu/sites/collegesenate.buffalostate.edu/files/uploads/SENATE%20MINUTES
%202016-
2017/SENATE%20MINUTES%20of%20MARCH%2010th%202017final%20corrected%20draft%20for%20Sen
ate%20meeting.pdf 
 
CQ: The smoking ban? Campus vehicles with individuals smoking in them? Are they part of the smoking ban? 
A:  You know the ban by law is in the buildings, and does include the vehicles. So there shouldn't be smoking 
in the vehicles. Outside the vehicles or outside the campus or the buildings, it is open season. You know it last 
meeting we talked about steps we're going to try to take related to the vehicles and we can add this to the 
smoking ban. There's a phone number: (716) 878-3700, and there's an e-mail address: 
www.SIDEWALKACCESS@BuffaloState.edu 
If you're so inclined, and you want to report people smoking in vehicles, or people parking on the sidewalks, go 
to that website to report them.   
 
Adjournment: 4:35 pm 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A 

Institutional Learning Outcomes Motion-presented by Academic Plan Committee for vote-Jason Grinnell, Chair 
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From the Academic Plan Committee-for vote April 14, 2017 Institutional (All College) Learning Outcomes Proposal  
1. Whereas the Buffalo State College Senate resolution of May 2013 calls for the adoption of "All College Learning Outcomes"  
2. Whereas the Middle States Commission on Higher Education 

http://www.msche.org/publications/RevisedStandardsFINAL.pdfStandards for Accreditation and Requirements for Affiliation 13
th 

edition (2015) Standard V () requires "Clearly stated educational goals at the institution and degree/program levels which are 
interrelated with one another, with relevant educational experiences, and with the institution's mission."  

3. Whereas extensive public discussion and deliberations within and among a wide range of campus constituencies throughout the 
2015-2016 academic year produced the 2016-2021 Buffalo State College Strategic Plan  

4. Whereas the 2016-2021 Buffalo State College Strategic Plan declares Buffalo State College to be "SUNY's Urban Engaged Campus"  
5. Whereas 2016-2021 Buffalo State College Strategic Plan 1.1.1. commits the campus to: "Adopt all-college learning outcomes that 

respond to 21
st
-century trends, leverage existing strengths, and result in a distinctive framework for undergraduate education at 

Buffalo State."  
Be it resolved that the Buffalo State College Senate adopts the following Buffalo State College Institutional Learning Outcomes  
Buffalo State Institutional Learning Outcomes  

Graduates of Buffalo State College will be known for their:  

I. Cultural fluency  

 Graduates will be aware of how ideas are shaped by cultures and social norms and be able to engage with ideas different from or in 
conflict with their own; students will be aware of cultural, societal and institutional factors influencing assumptions, prejudices, and 
privileges.  [i] 

II. Urban engagement  
Graduates, leveraging their experiences in Buffalo State’s distinctive urban setting, will understand how to interact 
meaningfully in their communities and possess the skills to be wise, productive, and responsible citizens.[ii]  
 

III. Scholarship and creative activity  
 
Graduates will possess the quantitative, conceptual, and creative skills to pose, frame, and analyze a range of questions, problems and 
issues. They will produce complex and intellectually challenging work and demonstrate essential technological skills. [iii]  

IV. Ethical reasoning  

Graduates will deliberate ethical values and principles and apply them in ambiguous, complex, and controversial contexts. They will be 
conscientious persons, students, and professionals. [iv]  

[i] Assessment model:  
Miville-Guzman Universality-Diversity Scale (M-GUDS-S) (short form)  
[ii] Assessment models:  
Civic Engagement VALUE Rubric  
https://www.aacu.org/civic-engagement-value-rubric  
Socially Responsible Leadership Scale (SRLS-R2)  
[iii] Assessment models:  
Quantitative Literacy VALUE Rubric  
Information Literacy VALUE Rubric  
See Northcote (2012) http://research.avondale.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1038&context=edu_papers  
Inquiry and Analysis VALUE Rubric  
Creative Thinking VALUE Rubric  
Problem Solving VALUE Rubric  
https://grantwiggins.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/creative.pdf  
[iv] Assessment models:  
Ethical Reasoning VALUE Rubric  

Defining Issues Test 2 (DIT-2) 
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Appendix B 

Academic Misconduct Motion-presented by Instruction & Research Committee for vote-Scott Goodman, Chair 

Academic Misconduct motion 
For the April 14, 2017 College Senate Meeting 
The following motion is brought jointly by the College Senate Instruction and Research 
Committee and the College Senate Standards for Students Committee: 
Whereas a process to assure academic integrity is required so that students acquire knowledge and skills honestly in the classroom, 
which will in turn help them succeed as they move into the workforce after college; and 
Whereas Buffalo State has a strong commitment to ensuring quality learning experiences in which student work is evaluated fairly and 
hard work is recognized and valued; and 
Whereas students must be consistently informed and educated about what defines academic misconduct and the possible 
consequences of engaging in academic misconduct at Buffalo State; and 
Whereas faculty must be made aware of the policies and process that exist for dealing with allegations of academic misconduct in their 
classrooms; and 
Whereas Buffalo State needs an effective system for identifying students who have been found to have engaged in academic 
misconduct on multiple occasions and to deal with those cases more forcefully; and 
Whereas Buffalo State has a strong interest in being sure that student academic misconduct is addressed in a manner that is fair and 
equitable to students, ensures due process, and allows faculty members some discretion and latitude when dealing with instances of 
misconduct; so 
Therefore be it resolved that the following revision to the Academic Misconduct policy (DOPS 
VIII:04:00) be adopted by the administration; and 
Be it further resolved that the College Senate recommends that the administration regularly communicate the definitions of academic 
misconduct, the possible consequences for engaging in academic misconduct, and the procedural requirements of our academic 
misconduct policies to both faculty and students, and that this communication to students should begin during orientation programs and 
continue regularly throughout their academic career. 
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE 
DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS 
Policy Number: VIII:04:00 Updated: April 2017 
SUBJECT: Academic Misconduct 
ALL BUFFALO STATE STUDENTS are expected to display honesty and integrity in completing course requirements and following 
college academic regulations. “Academic misconduct” refers to any form of plagiarism, fraud, or cheating in connection with academic 
coursework, and is inconsistent with the aims and goals of Buffalo State College. Instances of academic misconduct include but are not 
limited to: 
• Presenting as one’s own work the words or ideas of another individual without proper acknowledgment (“copying” or plagiarism) 
• Fabricating facts, data, or other forms of evidence for use in coursework 
• Reusing coursework from another course without permission from the instructor 
• Performance of coursework for another individual 
• Misrepresenting an individual's share of responsibility for collaborative coursework and/or assignments 
• Working with other students on course assignments without permission from the instructor 
• Cheating on an exam or quiz (looking at another’s exam, participating in unauthorized communications, using “cheat sheets”, failing to 
follow the rules of an exam stipulated by an instructor or proctor, etc.) 
• Prior acquisition, selling, or possession of an examination, written assignment, or similar assessment without permission of the 
instructor 
• Providing false information on or tampering with attendance records, academic records, or other official documents or means of 
identification. 
• Enabling another student to commit any act of academic misconduct described above 
I. General Considerations 
Statement on Notification 
Students will be provided with information about academic misconduct in the Handbook of Student Policies and during orientation. In 
addition, it is good practice for instructors to provide notification about academic misconduct policies and potential penalties for 
engaging in academic misconduct to students in their classes. Instructors should include a clear statement about academic misconduct 
in their syllabi. Instructors also may wish to provide abbreviated statements about academic integrity for individual assignments, exams, 
or projects. 
Statement on Due Process 
No penalty for any alleged instance of academic misconduct may be imposed unless the student has been apprised of the allegation, 
the penalty, and the procedures of due process that are available under this policy. Neither the instructor nor the student should be 
represented or accompanied by an attorney at any point in the proceedings. Throughout the entire process the student is expected to 
continue attending classes and complete all coursework. 
Statement of Resolution 
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The Statement of Resolution is a written record of an allegation of academic misconduct and the resolution of the allegation. A signed 
Statement of Resolution is an essential component of any allegation of academic misconduct. The Statement of Resolution consists of 
two sections: 
Section A which provides documentation of a student being found not to have engaged in an act of academic misconduct, and Section 
B which details the sanctions imposed if it is found that a student has engaged in academic misconduct. 
Preliminary (“informal”) Procedure 
The course instructor, any student, or any Buffalo State employee who has personally witnessed or has knowledge of an act of 
academic misconduct can initiate the charge of academic misconduct against a student. Allegations of academic misconduct that do 
not originate with the course instructor must be made in writing and delivered to the instructor in charge of the course in which the 
alleged act of misconduct occurred. The course instructor is responsible for investigating any personally observed or reported instances 
of alleged academic misconduct in his or her class. 
Allegations of academic misconduct are initially handled through a preliminary (“informal”) procedure. This preliminary process allows 
the instructor and the student to engage in a dialog aimed towards arriving at an agreeable resolution to the allegation. The student 
may wish to seek advice or counseling from an advisor, a faculty member, a staff member, or student support services on campus. 
During the preliminary procedure, if the student admits academic misconduct, the instructor may suggest imposing any of the following 
sanctions: 
1) Issue a written warning 
2) Allow student to repeat or resubmit academic work, telling the student what grade penalty, if any will be assessed 
3) Assign a grade penalty on an assignment(s) 
4) Submit a recalculated grade for the course 
5) Submit a failing grade for the course. Note that the “J” component of the “EJ, FJ, or UJ” assigned for academic misconduct will be 
recorded on the student’s “internal” audit, but will not appear on the student’s official transcript and quality points will be averaged, if 
applicable, even if the student repeats the course In addition, students found to have engaged in academic misconduct may be required 
to complete an academic misconduct educational program. 
If the student accepts responsibility for engaging in academic misconduct and accepts the suggested sanctions, a Statement of 
Resolution form must be completed by the instructor, signed by the parties noted on the form, and filed in the Academic Standards 
Office, the student’s major department office, and the department office of the course in which the academic misconduct 
occurred. NOTE: The Academic Standards Office will review the Statement of Resolution form when it is received to see if the student 
has prior academic misconduct findings against them. If so, the Academic Misconduct Committee will be convened to review the 
appropriateness of the agreed upon sanction and may revise the sanction if warranted based on past academic misconduct violations. 
If the student disputes the allegation of academic misconduct or the sanctions proposed by the instructor, then the student has the right 
to appeal and will follow the formal procedure for resolution of the case. 
Formal Procedure 
The formal procedure describes a step-by-step appeal process for resolving the case, which must be carefully adhered to by all of 
those involved. At any point in the process, the student has two choices:  
1) to accept the allegation of academic misconduct and the stipulated consequences indicated in the Statement of Resolution prepared 
by the instructor, or  
2) to continue the formal procedure. Failure of the student to comply with the timeline or to cooperate with the described procedure will 
be construed as an acceptance of the stipulations and sanctions in the Statement of Resolution. Throughout the description of the 
formal process, the term “business day” is defined as a day upon which classes are held at the college, with the exception of 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
Academic Misconduct Committee 
The Academic Misconduct Committee serves as the body of appeal in the formal review process. The Committee also reviews all cases 
of academic misconduct where it has been determined that the student is a repeat offender of the policy. The Committee is composed 
of eight (8) members: 
• The Director of Academic Standards (chair) 
• The Associate Dean from each instructional School (4) 
• The Judicial Inquiry officer 
• The Chair of the College Senate Committee on Standards for Students 
• The Chair of the College Senate Committee on Student Welfare, or designee 
Grading and Course Repeats 
A “J” designation associated with a grade is used to indicate academic misconduct. A failing grade of “EJ”, “UJ”, or “FJ” may be given 
as a result of a charge of academic misconduct and will become a permanent part of the student’s “internal” audit, but the “J” 
component of the grade will not appear on the student’s official transcript. An “EJ” will not be removed from a student’s internal audit by 
repeating the course, and further, a student will only be allowed to repeat a course with an “EJ” by obtaining written permission of the 
chair of the department that offers the course. Copies of written permission to repeat the course must be sent to the Registrar’s Office 
and Academic Standards Office. Quality points will be computed using the average of the two grades. 
If a student withdraws from a course while academic misconduct allegations are being addressed, the student will receive a “W” at the 
time of withdrawal. If it is substantiated through the academic misconduct due process procedure that the student engaged in academic 
misconduct during the course, the grade will be converted to a “WJ”. The “J” component of the grade will be recorded on the student’s 
“internal” audit but will not appear on the student’s official transcript. If the charges are not substantiated, the grade will remain a “W.” 
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II. Process for Alleged Academic Misconduct in Connection with a Course. 
A. Preliminary Procedure 
1. Preliminary discussion between the student and the instructor should be the first course of action in resolving a question of academic 
misconduct. When an instructor suspects that a student has committed an act of academic misconduct, the instructor shall consult with 
the student first within a reasonable period of time (after the suspected misconduct is discovered but before the end of the following 
semester [spring or fall]). As part of this preliminary process, the instructor will complete a Statement of Resolution, inform the 
department chair and the student of the allegation, and set up a meeting to discuss the allegations with the student. The department 
chair may also be present at the meeting. 
This meeting may take place via videoconference or similar technology if a student is unable to travel to campus. The instructor must 
provide the student with a copy of the Academic Misconduct Policy at least 1 business day prior to this meeting. Prior to the 
meeting, the student is encouraged to seek advice or counseling from an advisor, a faculty, a staff member, or student support services 
on campus. At the meeting, the student will have the opportunity to explain any alleged misconduct, to present evidence 
of innocence, or give information relevant to the investigation. The student will receive an “N” grade for the course until the matter is 
resolved. 
2. If a student is found not to have engaged in academic misconduct during the preliminary discussion, the instructor completes and 
retains a copy of the Statement of Resolution and provides a copy to the student. The instructor will change the grade of “N” if 
necessary, and the situation is resolved at this point. 
3. If a student is found to have engaged in academic misconduct during the preliminary discussion and has accepted the sanction(s) 
proposed by the instructor, the instructor completes and retains a copy of the Statement of Resolution and provides a copy to the 
student. Additional copies are also forwarded to the Academic Standards office, the course’s departmental office, and the student’s 
major program departmental office, where it will remain on file for a period of seven (7) years. The instructor then imposes the 
sanction(s) and changes any grades as necessary. 
4. If the matter is unresolved in the preliminary discussion or the student disputes the proposed sanctions, then the student has the right 
to appeal and will follow the formal procedure described in Section IIB. 
5. Upon receipt of a Statement of Resolution where a student has admitted to academic misconduct and accepted sanctions, the 
Academic Standards office will review the student’s record and determine if the new instance of academic misconduct represents a 
first offense or if the student is a repeat offender of the Academic Misconduct policy. 
a. If the Academic Standards office determines that this is the student’s first offense, the student may be directed to attend an academic 
misconduct educational program. The situation is resolved at this point. 
b. If the Academic Standards office determines that the student is a repeat offender of the policy, the matter will be referred to the 
Academic Misconduct Committee and the Academic Misconduct Committee will be convened to review the appropriateness 
of the agreed upon sanction and may revise the sanction if warranted based on past academic misconduct violations. 
B. Formal Procedure 
1. In the case of an allegation of academic misconduct, where the preliminary procedure fails to resolve the situation, the instructor 
must notify his/her chair in writing explaining the alleged misconduct, steps taken to resolve it, and proposed sanctions within five (5) 
business days of the conclusion of the preliminary procedure. (NOTE: In the event that the instructor making the allegation is a 
department chairperson, step 1 will consist of sending notification of the allegation to the Associate Dean of the appropriate School, 
who will assume the duties of the chair as indicated below.) 
2. Within five (5) business days of the receipt of the instructor’s written notification, the chair of the instructor’s department will send a 
registered letter to the student’s local address or address of record informing the student of the allegations and possible 
consequences, and enclosing a copy of this policy, thereby informing the student of his/her right to due process. 
3. The student must submit to the department chair a written request for review of the allegation of academic misconduct within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the department chair’s written notification. 
4. The department chair, within five (5) business days of receipt of the student’s request, will forward copies of the request to the chair 
of the Academic Misconduct Committee. 
5. The chair of the Academic Misconduct Committee, within five (5) business days of receipt of the department chair’s request will 
forward copies of the request to the instructor, the department chair and the dean of the appropriate School. 
6. The Academic Misconduct Committee will schedule a meeting as soon as possible with the student, the instructor, and the 
department chair. Prior to the meeting, copies of all previous correspondence and any evidence concerning the allegation of academic 
misconduct will be gathered and forwarded to all committee members for review.  At the meeting of the Academic Misconduct 
Committee, testimony will be received from all parties in the presence of the student, instructor, and department chair. This meeting 
may take place via videoconference or similar technology if a student is unable to travel to campus. The student has the right to cross-
examine any witnesses who have presented evidence against him/her. The committee has the right to schedule further meetings 
and/or seek further evidence as necessary. The Academic Misconduct Committee’s final judgment will be reached in private 
conference, with two-thirds majority vote being required for the binding decision. 
7. Within five (5) business days following the meeting, the chair of the Academic Misconduct Committee will prepare a written decision 
and complete a new Statement of Resolution form, which will stand as the final determination of the allegation of academic 
misconduct. The chair of the Academic Misconduct Committee will send copies to the student (via registered mail), the instructor, the 
department chair, the appropriate dean, and all members of the committee. 
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a. If the Academic Misconduct Committee determines that the allegation of academic misconduct is not substantiated, the instructor will 
submit a grade consistent with the instructor’s grading policies and procedures as stated in the instructor’s syllabus for this course. The 
situation is resolved at this point. 
b. If the Academic Misconduct Committee determines that the allegation of academic misconduct is substantiated, the sanctions will be 
outlined in the Statement of Resolution. Sanctions may be determined with input from the instructor. 
c. If it is determined that a student has engaged in multiple academic misconduct offenses the penalty may be more severe, up to and 
including academic dismissal from the college. 
8. Students shall be informed of their final right to appeal in the Academic Misconduct Committee’s written decision. Students may 
appeal, in writing, to the Provost within five (5) business days of receipt of the Academic Misconduct Committee’s decision. 
III. Process for Alleged Academic Misconduct in Settings Not Related to a Course 
Any allegations of academic misconduct that occur outside the setting of a course will follow the formal procedure (Section IIB), with the 
supervisor of the academic activity in which the misconduct allegedly occurred assuming the duties of the instructor and his/her 
immediate supervisor assuming the duties of the department chair. 
IV. Complicity in Academic Misconduct 
When it has been determined by an instructor that another student(s) in the class has been involved or assisted with the alleged 
misconduct of a student, the alleged accomplice(s) will meet with the instructor to discuss his/her role in the incident. If the instructor 
feels that there is sufficient evidence to indicate complicity in the misconduct, the case will be treated as a potential act of academic 
misconduct and the procedures outlined in Section II will be followed.  If the alleged accomplice is not a member of the instructor’s 
class, then the student will be referred directly to the student judicial system for formal resolution. 
V. Record Keeping and Access 
1. Each confirmed instance of Academic Misconduct will result in a signed Statement of Resolution that will be advanced to the 
Academic Misconduct Committee Chair and kept in the Academic Standards Office for seven (7) years. 
2. A student file containing all relevant materials to the academic misconduct proceedings will be kept in the Academic Standards Office 
for seven (7) years. 
3. Academic misconduct records may be accessed in accordance with the FERPA guidelines outlines by the college. Any college 
employee asked for assistance in obtaining a student’s academic misconduct records will be responsible for assisting the student until 
the student’s records have been obtained. 

Appendix C 

Graduate Thesis Project Motion-introduced by Instruction & Research Committee-Scott Goodman, Chair 

BE IT RESOLVED that the College Senate recommends that Buffalo State adopt the following revised Graduate Thesis/Project Policy 
to take effect in fall 2017: 
• Graduate students who have 24 or more earned hours and who do not complete their capstone thesis or project requirement by the 
end of the term in which they have registered will receive an IP grade on their transcript. 
• Once a graduate student (a) has earned 24 or more graduate hours registered for the maximum number of credits included in their 
graduate program’s standard curriculum,* (b) registered for at least 1 graduate capstone requirement credit and received an IP grade 
has received IP grades in the required thesis or project course(s), and (c) has not completed the capstone thesis or project requirement 
within 2 years after 2 additional semesters have elapsed (not including summer or J-term), then the student must register for 722 
Thesis/Project Extended (noncredit-bearing but billable for 1 credit at existing graduate tuition rates) for each fall and spring semester 
until the thesis or project has been completed. If the student does not register for the 722 course, he or she will become a non-
matriculated an inactive student and will have to reapply for admission to the Graduate School and pay all other appropriate fees before 
the capstone project or thesis can be completed. Reapplication must be made in accordance with the established deadline dates and 
current admission requirements. 
• 722 courses will receive a grade of NR. 
• Once a student has completed the thesis or project, the IP grade(s) will be changed to the appropriate grade. 
* A list of credits required in each graduate program will be created and reviewed by the academic departments. This list will be 
maintained and updated as necessary by the Grad School. 
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Table 2. 722 students by program over a 6-year period (2011-2016) 
Prefix /Total number of 722 students /Number of different 722 students 
HIS                     22                                                                      16 
PAD                  12                                                                         9 
EDF                   16                                                                         7 
BIO                   16                                                                          5 
ENG                  11                                                                          5 
INT                     8                                                                           7 
MST                   8                                                                           4 
SPF                    3                                                                            3 
AED                   2                                                                            2 
BUS                   2                                                                            1 
CHE                   2                                                                            1 
ECO                   1                                                                            1 
EDU                   1                                                                            1 
GES                    1                                                                            1 
MED                  1                                                                             1 
SCI                     1                                                                             1 
Total            107                                                         65 

Appendix D 

Guidelines for Promotion resolution-introduced by Standards for Students Committee-Heather Maldonado, Chair 

 DOPS Revisions:  
Policy Guidelines for Promotion & Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness  

Introduced at the February 2017 Senate Meeting  
by the Standards for Students Committee  

Whereas the College Senate was charged by the Provost in 2015 to conduct a self-study on academic advisement using CAS standards;  
Whereas the completed self-study then lead the College Senate to be charged in 2016 to provide recommendations to improve the quality of 
academic advisement at Buffalo State;  
Whereas one of the recommendations presented to the Senate in 2016 to improve academic advisement was to “Recommendations for Improving 
Academic Advisement at SUNY Buffalo State, 2016, p. 4revise DOPS to note the value and weight of quality academic advisement in the tenure and 
promotion process, as well as to place advisement in either teaching or service for the tenure and promotion process” ();  
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Whereas Standards for Students has reviewed all potentially relevant DOPS policies (i.e., VI: 04:00 - Procedures for Promotion of Faculty; VI: 04:01 - 
Policy Guidelines for PromotionVI:04:04 - Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness; VI:04:02 - Procedure for Promotion to Rank of 
Associate Professor; VI:04:03 - Procedure for Promotion to Full Professor; ; and VI:04:05 - Supplemental Policy on Scholarship Encompassing 
Applied Research and Scholarship of Teaching) and determined just two of those policies need revision to fulfill the recommendation noted in the 
2015-2016 academic advisement review.  
Therefore:  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College amend DOPS VI: 04:01 - Policy Guidelines for Promotion) and VI:04:04 - Guidelines for Documentation 
of Teaching Effectiveness as revised* in the attached document to create a campus-wide standard by which effective academic advisement is 
assessed and valued in faculty members’ promotion process.  
(*Revisions to current policy are highlighted in the text that follows.)  
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS  
Policy Number: VI: 04:01  
Date: Update March 2016  
Subject: Policy Guidelines for Promotion  
The Faculty Handbook contains a section (pg. 9.1) on faculty ranks. It addresses in specific terms qualifications for appointments to each of the 
regular academic ranks, qualified academic ranks and secondary appointments. This document is an elaboration of those guidelines. Policy 
Guidelines for Promotion  
General Statement  
Three major promotion criteria are outlined in the Board of Trustees Policies:  
1. Effectiveness in Teaching and Advising  
2. Scholarly Ability  
3. University and Public Service  
Scholarly ability will be evaluated in the context of the approved departmental statement on research, scholarship, and creative activity. The other 
two criteria, Mastery of Subject Matter and Continued Growth, are interrelated with the major criteria in the forms of sustained contributions and 
demonstrated excellence.  
Instructor  
The rank of "instructor" should be used for a full-time academic appointment when a regular (i.e., not "qualified") appointment is appropriate but 
the candidate is minimally short of the requirements for an assistant professor, i.e., absent of a finished terminal degree or absent minimal 
experience in fields traditionally requiring a terminal master's degree plus experience prior to the assistant professorship. The initial appointment 
may be for two years, but reappointment should normally be for not more than one year. Initial appointments for those who are some years away 
from the terminal degree might better be made in a lecturer rank so that the faculty member can have sufficient time after the terminal degree, 
but prior to the determination of continuing status, in which to build scholarly credentials.  
Promotion to Rank of Assistant Professor  
Assistant professor is the normal beginning rank for a faculty member with a terminal degree or its equivalent and less than five years' experience 
elsewhere. A person promoted to the rank has established himself or herself as being qualified in the discipline/profession. In addition, there is the 
expectation that the person has the potential for achieving excellence in the discipline/profession and for attaining the highest rank in the 
department. The "terminal degree" is a doctorate in most fields but may be the master's in certain applied and studio fields. Some departments 
may require a doctorate for certain posts and less than a doctorate for others, depending on the particular teaching and scholarly expectations.  

I. Teaching and Advising - The person demonstrates knowledge of the discipline/profession, skills of pedagogy, including clear and precise 
communication and methods of instruction, and interest in the educational achievements of students. The person should provide 
the following evidence: syllabi which reflect the use of contemporary sources; a good correlation of method, content, and student 
interest and need; student evaluation appropriate to the course objectives and academic standards of the institution; and other 
appropriate indices of teaching effectiveness. The person applies effective academic advising principles and communicates current 
SUNY, departmental, and college policies and practices which help students navigate college processes, understand degree 
requirements, follow a meaningful path from matriculation through graduation, and evaluate graduate and career options. The 
person should provide evidence of effective advising from departmental advisement assessment data or other appropriate indices of 
effective advisement.  

II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - In the area of scholarship, research, and creative activity, competency is demonstrated by 
completing successfully a doctoral dissertation or project that is required for the terminal degree. In addition, there should be some 
indication from the individual that he or she will continue scholarly/creative work.  

III. Public, University, and Professional Service - The person demonstrates a willingness to serve the department, college, university, 
community, and discipline/profession by participating on departmental program and service committees, and by involvement in 
community service activities and professional organizations.  

 
Promotion to Rank of Associate Professor  
Promotion to associate professor requires both a high and a consistent level of performance on all of the Trustees' Policies criteria. Evaluation 
and recommendation for promotion to associate professor and for continuing appointment will normally take place within the same cycle of 
departmental, faculty, and administrative considerations. Although the Trustees' Policies do not permit continuing appointment being made 
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contingent upon promotion to associate professor, or vice versa, a recommendation for one substantially reinforces a recommendation for 
the other.  

I. Teaching - The person's teacher effectiveness dossier evidences continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of assistant 
professor. This is to be done in the following ways: a. By demonstrating that courses taught are in a continuous state of 
development and reflect extensive and current resources.  

b. By undertaking successfully new course assignments; by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new courses not 
previously part of a department's offerings; and by participating successfully in the college-wide instruction programs.  

c. By providing whole-class student evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a variety of courses over a reasonable period of time 
since appointment or promotion to the rank of assistant professor.  

d. By confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's work.  
e. By demonstrating consistent and successful involvement with independent studies, research projects, final major student works, 

and/or theses.  
f. By applying effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and by sharing current SUNY, 

departmental, and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.  
 
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - The person has advanced significantly in the area of scholarship beyond the level of 

assistant professor. This progress is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: a. Scholarly/creative work or 
performance record beyond that demonstrated for the terminal degree. (There should be evidence that the person promoted 
to the rank of associate professor has completed substantial work in new or continuing investigations that demonstrate a 
cohesive line of thought in the discipline.)  

b. Scholarship, creative works, and performance record (documented in visual media or through reviews) should be national in 
scope. (Reputation of the journals, sources of reviews, and extent of the performance record will be an important 
consideration.)  

c. Significant work/research conducted, but not yet published, can also be provided at this stage of professional development. (The 
significance of the creative research/work should be attested to by reputable and established individuals in the field. It is 
important in these cases to attain a number of objective evaluations that testify to the quality and the value of the research, 
product, or performance.)  

d. Invitations (particularly if unsolicited) to give readings, presentations, exhibitions, demonstrations, or workshops at major 
conferences, institutes, or universities should also be included.  

e. Grants, awards, and particularly the quality of the works resulting from them are important for promotion to associate professor.  
 

III. Public, University, and Professional Service - The person ought to be able to demonstrate excellence on a continuous basis in the area of 
service during the period of tenure as assistant professor. This is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: a. Increased 
administrative responsibilities and major leadership roles. (The important point is that the assistant professor has consistently 
played an active and constructive role in departmental meetings and committees and in college-wide service, including recruiting 
and in student service activities.  
b. Substantive letters of recommendation which cite and describe the success of specific contributions in providing initiative and 

direction in committee efforts.  
c. Active role in the resolution of issues in professional and/or community organizations.  
 

 
Those assistant professors already holding continuing appointments should be considered periodically for promotion, at least by their chairs and 
deans. Although not all of these assistant professors on continuing appointment can be expected to be promoted, chairs and deans should consider 
each case and discuss with the candidate whatever criteria are still being insufficiently met, to the end of facilitating the promotion to associate 
professor of those "tenured assistants" that are meeting our expectations for promotion and continuing status.  
Promotion to Rank of Professor  
The promotion to professor should signal maturity and demonstrated excellence as scholar, teacher, and contributing member of the college. 
Promotion to professor demands substantial and sustained growth and evidence of contributions beyond the level upon which promotion to 
associate professor was based. There are no hard and fast rules for time in rank or promotion to the next higher rank, and faculty may apply for 
promotion at any time.  

I. Teaching - The person must demonstrate continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of associate professor. This is to be 
done in the following ways: a. By demonstrating that the courses taught are in a continuous state of development and provide 
students with extensive resources.  

b. By undertaking successfully new course assignments and by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new courses not 
previously part of curricular offerings.  

c. By providing whole-class evaluations in a variety of courses since promotion to the rank of associate professor.  
d. Confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's work.  
e. Evidence of a major contribution to the department or college-wide instructional program.  
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f. External assessment/reviews of student accomplishments/creative works which have a direct link to the faculty member.  
g. By applying effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and by sharing current SUNY, 

departmental, and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.  
 
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was expected to 

achieve the rank of associate professor. There should be evidence of new and more sophisticated levels of achievement. 
Successful research has led by now to publication or creative work which has been subject to further review. Furthermore, the 
significance of the person's accomplishment is attested to by peers and reputable figures in the field away from campus. a. 
Recognition of the quality of the work (publications, works of art, or performance record) should be made evident and available 
in the form of reviews, comments, and citations in the works of others; direct letters of assessment by recognized authorities 
off campus solicited by the department and by the candidate; and such evidence as invitations from leaders in the field to 
contribute to publications, conferences, and exhibitions, to serve on editorial boards, to review books, etc. (Reputation of the 
place--journal, gallery, theatre-- in which the articles, research projects, poems, short stories, works, etc., have appeared will be 
an important consideration, as will the publishers or sponsors.)  

b. Honors or awards serve to recognize the person's contributions for long-term work in the field and/or new interpretations and 
applications of research.  

 
III. Public, University, and Professional Service - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was expected to 

achieve the rank of associate professor. Not only has the person consistently played a constructive role in departmental 
meetings, committee, and in college-wide faculty governance since the last promotion, he or she is now accepting leadership 
roles in the department, the college, and the profession. This is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: a. Increased 
complexity in administrative duties. (For example, the person has chaired a variety of committees, both inside and outside the 
department.)  

b. The excellence of his or her contributions to the committees is testified to by colleagues and can be illustrated in tangible ways.  
c. The work/product of the committees is exemplary and significant to the college or organization.  
 

 
As a general guideline, from associate to professor could come as quickly as four or five years after promotion for the most exceptional faculty, i.e., 
those who are clearly outstanding on all promotional criteria. Most associate professors should aspire to and seek promotion to full professorial 
status from six to ten years after their promotion to associate status. Those associate professors whose further growth is undistinguished or poorly 
balanced (i.e., very strong on some promotional criteria but undistinguished on others) may expect to serve longer as associate professor before 
promotion to professor. Some associate professors can be expected never to become professors.  
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS  
Policy Number: VI:04:04  
Date: January 1996  
Subject: Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching and Advising Effectiveness  
I. INTRODUCTION  
Importance of teaching effectiveness. Teaching effectiveness is one of the three major areas evaluated in personnel actions as outlined in the 
Directory of Policy Statements. For an institution where teaching is a high priority in both our mission and strategic plan, evaluation and 
documentation of teaching effectiveness is one of the most important components of personnel decisions. The purpose of this document is to 
outline for candidates what documentation they need to provide and for departments what responsibility they have for presenting candidate 
information.  
Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) criteria (Policy No. VI:04:01). The Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) tells us that teaching effectiveness 
should be documented in the following ways:  

A. By demonstrating courses taught are in a continuous state of development and reflect extensive current resource.  
B. By undertaking successfully new course assignments; by designing, the department’s offerings; and by participating successfully in the 

college-wide instruction programs.  
C. By providing whole-class students evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a variety of courses over a reasonable period of time.  
D. By confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person’s work.  
E. By demonstrating consistent and successful involvement with independent studies, research projects, final major student works, and/ 

or theses.  
F. By application of effective academic advising principles during timely meetings with students and sharing current SUNY, departmental, 

and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.  
Documentation by Candidates:  
What follows is a list of types of documentation of teaching effectiveness. Candidates should attempt to assure the completeness of their files so 
that the department can meet its responsibility to provide student, peer, and chairperson input, and to consider other evidence of effective 
teaching.  
Department Responsibility:  
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• To inform candidates for personnel actions of the criteria on which they will be evaluated and the documentation they are to submit;  
• To evaluate the material submitted and indicate how it addresses the criteria;  
• To make an evaluative judgment of the documentation presented;  
• To consider discipline uniqueness as appropriate in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness.  

II. GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT, PEER, AND CHAIR INPUT  
Chairperson and committee recommendations must evaluate evidence of effective teaching that is presented in the file materials. To facilitate this 
review, the departmental committee should prepare a summary report based on the following:  
(1) Student evaluation of teaching and advisement:  
Student comments should include all those collected by the department. Alumni comments are appropriate for promotion to associate and full 
professor and for continuing appointment.  

• Evaluations are expected from the entire class for each section that is taught.  
• The department committee and chairperson must do a critical analysis of data to identify the candidate’s strength and limitations.  
• Assessment data from advisement caseload  

 
(2) Peer and chair evaluation of teaching (file must provide explanation of how peer evaluation was included):  

• peer visitation of classes and written feedback  
• attendance at performances as discipline dictates  
• evaluation of student work as discipline dictates  
• peer evaluation of items listed under item (3)  
• application of consistent department procedures for peer review  

 
(3) Additional evidence of effective teaching and advisement:  
The additional evidence that should be provided by candidates and examined by departmental committees and the chairperson includes the 
following kinds of documentation of effective teaching and advisement:  

• a reflective statement of the professor’s contribution to the teaching mission of the department of the college  
• course syllabi which detail course content, objectives, teaching methods, readings, student assignments, etc.  
• evidence of curricular revision and updating  
• evidence of attendance or presentation at faculty development workshops that enhance teaching content, methodologies, newer 

technologies, or advising practices  
• recognition of teaching and advising excellence from students, advisees, or professional organizations  
• awards received by one’s students or recognition of students on a national or regional level  
• student participation in professional meetings, exhibitions, performances, or other professional activities outside the classroom setting  
• success of alumni/alumni surveys  
• creation of learning materials and aids  
• added efforts to support student learning or advising  
• other  

 
III. STUDENT OPINION FORMS  
Designs. Student opinion forms vary widely. Departments present stronger cases when they use forms that provide comparative data on how this 
individual compares with other faculty and how this course compares with other courses. Ideally, student opinion forms also allow room for 
student comments.  
Process. Forms must be completed in the absence of the instructor, and they must be collected by someone other than the instructor. 
Departments have responsibility for determining whether collected forms are to be returned to a secretary or other individual in order to be 
tallied.  

IV. ACADEMIC ADVISING AT SUNY BUFFALO STATE a. Definition: Academic Advisement at SUNY Buffalo State is a relationship between 
students and advisers that prepares students to successfully navigate college processes; understand the parts and purpose of degree 
requirements; follow a meaningful, experience-rich path from matriculation to choosing majors to timely graduation; evaluate post-
graduate career options; and become positive, contributing members of the Buffalo State alumni community.  

b. Mission Statement: Academic advisement serves as inspiration, motivation, and support for all students in their academic and professional 
goals as they develop as members of the Buffalo State community and transition to being active alumni leaders of a diverse society.  

c. Values Statement: The values associated with advising at SUNY Buffalo State resonate with the values of the college. Academic 
Advising exemplifies the profitable learning that can occur outside of the classroom and the fulfillment that is found in 
intellectual discovery. i. Access: We are committed to offering accurate, purposeful advising to help all students develop 
meaningful academic and career plans that address their goals in a timely manner.  

ii. Diversity: We respect the individuality of our students. Advising services are available in a variety of ways that meet the 
diverse needs of our campus populations and help individuals realize their full potential.  

iii. Service to Society: We foster habits required for critical thinking and social awareness so that students make informed 
choices consistent with their academic, career and life goals.  
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iv. Integrity: We seek to build meaningful academic relationships between advisers and students in a process that demonstrates 
a commitment to professional ethics and moral integrity, and that thereby affords students the opportunity for self-reflection 
and authentic inquiry.  

 
d. Academic Advising Commitments: Academic Advising at Buffalo State reflects the college’s strategic position as a transformational learning 

environment focused on student success. Academic advisers and students at SUNY Buffalo State share responsibility for quality 
academic advisement. Students must commit to taking responsibility for actively, regularly, and honestly engaging with their academic 
advisers to develop their personal and professional plans. SUNY Buffalo State will:  

 
i. Provide students with advisers who care for students’ experiences, respect their life choices and plans, and serve as advocates 

when problems need resolution.  
ii. Mentor students as they explore and clarify their values, educational path, career plans, and life goals.  
iii. Offer timely information and accurate guidance about degree requirements, extra-curricular educational activities and 

research opportunities, policies and procedures to assist students in navigating and maximizing their college experience.  
iv. Guide students to maximize academic success, complete graduation requirements in a timely manner, and transition 

smoothly to future academic or professional work.  
v. Conduct ongoing assessment of college-wide academic advising to maximize effectiveness.  

Appendix D-1 

Guidelines for Promotion Alternative resolution by Standards for Students Committee-Heather Maldonado, Chair 

This resolution was voted on and approved following introduction of current resolution in Appendix D (above) 

DOPS Revision:  
Policy Guidelines for Promotion  
Introduced at the April 2017 Senate Meeting  
by the Standards for Students Committee  
Whereas the College Senate was charged by the Provost in 2015 to conduct a self-study on academic advisement using CAS standards;  
Whereas the completed self-study then lead the College Senate to be charged in 2016 to provide recommendations to improve the quality of 
academic advisement at Buffalo State;  
Whereas one of the recommendations presented to the Senate in 2016 to improve academic advisement was to “revise DOPS to note the value 
and weight of quality academic advisement in the tenure and promotion process, as well as to place advisement in either teaching or service for 
the tenure and promotion process” (Recommendations for Improving Academic Advisement at SUNY Buffalo State, 2016, p. 4);  
Whereas Standards for Students has reviewed all potentially relevant DOPS policies (i.e., VI: 04:00 - Procedures for Promotion of Faculty; VI: 04:01 - 
Policy Guidelines for Promotion; VI:04:02 - Procedure for Promotion to Rank of Associate Professor; VI:04:03 - Procedure for Promotion to Full 
Professor; VI:04:04 - Guidelines for Documentation of Teaching Effectiveness; and VI:04:05 - Supplemental Policy on Scholarship Encompassing 
Applied Research and Scholarship of Teaching) and determined just two of those policies need revision to fulfill the recommendation noted in the 
2015-2016 academic advisement review.  
Therefore:  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College amend DOPS VI: 04:01 - Policy Guidelines for Promotion) as revised* in the attached document to 
create a campus-wide standard by which effective academic advisement is assessed and valued in faculty members’ promotion process.  
(*Revisions to current policy are highlighted in the text that follows.)  
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE DIRECTORY OF POLICY STATEMENTS  
Policy Number: VI: 04:01  
Date: Update March 2016  
Subject: Policy Guidelines for Promotion  
The Faculty Handbook contains a section (pg. 9.1) on faculty ranks. It addresses in specific terms qualifications for appointments to each of the 
regular academic ranks, qualified academic ranks and secondary appointments. This document is an elaboration of those guidelines. Policy 
Guidelines for Promotion  
General Statement  
Three major promotion criteria are outlined in the Board of Trustees Policies:  
1. Effectiveness in Teaching  
2. Scholarly Ability  
3. University and Public Service  
Scholarly ability will be evaluated in the context of the approved departmental statement on research, scholarship, and creative activity. The other 
two criteria, Mastery of Subject Matter and Continued Growth, are interrelated with the major criteria in the forms of sustained contributions and 
demonstrated excellence.  
Instructor  
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The rank of "instructor" should be used for a full-time academic appointment when a regular (i.e., not "qualified") appointment is appropriate but 
the candidate is minimally short of the requirements for an assistant professor, i.e., absent of a finished terminal degree or absent minimal 
experience in fields traditionally requiring a terminal master's degree plus experience prior to the assistant professorship. The initial appointment 
may be for two years, but reappointment should normally be for not more than one year. Initial appointments for those who are some years away 
from the terminal degree might better be made in a lecturer rank so that the faculty member can have sufficient time after the terminal degree, 
but prior to the determination of continuing status, in which to build scholarly credentials.  
Promotion to Rank of Assistant Professor  
Assistant professor is the normal beginning rank for a faculty member with a terminal degree or its equivalent and less than five years' experience 
elsewhere. A person promoted to the rank has established himself or herself as being qualified in the discipline/profession. In addition, there is the 
expectation that the person has the potential for achieving excellence in the discipline/profession and for attaining the highest rank in the 
department. The "terminal degree" is a doctorate in most fields but may be the master's in certain applied and studio fields. Some departments 
may require a doctorate for certain posts and less than a doctorate for others, depending on the particular teaching and scholarly expectations.  
I. Teaching - The person demonstrates knowledge of the discipline/profession, skills of pedagogy, including clear and precise communication and 
methods of instruction, and interest in the educational achievements of students. The person should provide the following evidence: syllabi which 
reflect the use of contemporary sources; a good correlation of method, content, and student interest and need; student evaluation appropriate to 
the course objectives and academic standards of the institution; and other appropriate indices of teaching effectiveness.  
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - In the area of scholarship, research, and creative activity, competency is demonstrated by 
completing successfully a doctoral dissertation or project that is required for the terminal degree. In addition, there should be some indication from 
the individual that he or she will continue scholarly/creative work.  
III. Public, University, and Professional Service (including Academic Advising) - The person demonstrates a willingness to serve the department, 
college, university, community, and discipline/profession by participating on departmental program and service committees, and by involvement in 
community service activities and professional organizations. The person applies effective academic advising principles (see Appendix I) and 
communicates current SUNY, departmental, and college policies and practices which help students navigate college processes, understand degree 
requirements, follow a meaningful path from matriculation through graduation, and evaluate graduate and career options. The person should 
provide evidence of effective advising from departmental advisement assessment data or other appropriate indices of effective advisement.  
 
Promotion to Rank of Associate Professor  
Promotion to associate professor requires both a high and a consistent level of performance on all of the Trustees' Policies criteria. Evaluation and 
recommendation for promotion to associate professor and for continuing appointment will normally take place within the same cycle of 
departmental, faculty, and administrative considerations. Although the Trustees' Policies do not permit continuing appointment being made 
contingent upon promotion to associate professor, or vice versa, a recommendation for one substantially reinforces a recommendation for the 
other.  
I. Teaching - The person's teacher effectiveness dossier evidences continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of assistant professor. This is to 
be done in the following ways: a. By demonstrating that courses taught are in a continuous state of development and reflect extensive and current 
resources.  
b. By undertaking successfully new course assignments; by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new courses not previously part of a 
department's offerings; and by participating successfully in the college-wide instruction programs.  
c. By providing whole-class student evaluations of teaching effectiveness in a variety of courses over a reasonable period of time since appointment 
or promotion to the rank of assistant professor.  
d. By confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's work.  
e. By demonstrating consistent and successful involvement with independent studies, research projects, final major student works, and/or theses.  
 
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - The person has advanced significantly in the area of scholarship beyond the level of assistant 
professor. This progress is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: a. Scholarly/creative work or performance record beyond that 
demonstrated for the terminal degree. (There should be evidence that the person promoted to the rank of associate professor has completed 
substantial work in new or continuing investigations that demonstrate a cohesive line of thought in the discipline.)  
b. Scholarship, creative works, and performance record (documented in visual media or through reviews) should be national in scope. (Reputation 
of the journals, sources of reviews, and extent of the performance record will be an important consideration.)  
c. Significant work/research conducted, but not yet published, can also be provided at this stage of professional development. (The significance of 
the creative research/work should be attested to by reputable and established individuals in the field. It is important in these cases to attain a 
number of objective evaluations that testify to the quality and the value of the research, product, or performance.)  
d. Invitations (particularly if unsolicited) to give readings, presentations, exhibitions, demonstrations, or workshops at major conferences, 
institutes, or universities should also be included.  
e. Grants, awards, and particularly the quality of the works resulting from them are important for promotion to associate professor.  
 
III. Public, University, and Professional Service (including Academic Advising) - The person ought to be able to demonstrate excellence on a 
continuous basis in the area of service during the period of tenure as assistant professor. This is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: 
a. Increased administrative responsibilities and major leadership roles. (The important point is that the assistant professor has consistently played 
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an active and constructive role in departmental meetings and committees and in college-wide service, including recruiting and in student service 
activities.  
b. Substantive letters of recommendation which cite and describe the success of specific contributions in providing initiative and direction in 
committee efforts.  
c. Active role in the resolution of issues in professional and/or community organizations.  
d. Applies effective academic advising principles (see Appendix I) during timely meetings with students and by sharing current SUNY, departmental, 
and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.  
 
 
Those assistant professors already holding continuing appointments should be considered periodically for promotion, at least by their chairs and 
deans. Although not all of these assistant professors on continuing appointment can be expected to be promoted, chairs and deans should consider 
each case and discuss with the candidate whatever criteria are still being insufficiently met, to the end of facilitating the promotion to associate 
professor of those "tenured assistants" that are meeting our expectations for promotion and continuing status.  
Promotion to Rank of Professor  
The promotion to professor should signal maturity and demonstrated excellence as scholar, teacher, and contributing member of the college. 
Promotion to professor demands substantial and sustained growth and evidence of contributions beyond the level upon which promotion to 
associate professor was based. There are no hard and fast rules for time in rank or promotion to the next higher rank, and faculty may apply for 
promotion at any time.  
I. Teaching - The person must demonstrate continued excellence in the classroom in the rank of associate professor. This is to be done in the 
following ways: a. By demonstrating that the courses taught are in a continuous state of development and provide students with extensive 
resources.  
b. By undertaking successfully new course assignments and by designing, developing, and successfully teaching new courses not previously part of 
curricular offerings.  
c. By providing whole-class evaluations in a variety of courses since promotion to the rank of associate professor.  
d. Confirmation of teaching excellence by departmental colleagues who are directly familiar with the person's work.  
e. Evidence of a major contribution to the department or college-wide instructional program.  
f. External assessment/reviews of student accomplishments/creative works which have a direct link to the faculty member.  
 
II. Scholarship, Research, and Creative Activity - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was expected to achieve the rank 
of associate professor. There should be evidence of new and more sophisticated levels of achievement. Successful research has led by now to 
publication or creative work which has been subject to further review. Furthermore, the significance of the person's accomplishment is attested to 
by peers and reputable figures in the field away from campus. a. Recognition of the quality of the work (publications, works of art, or performance 
record) should be made evident and available in the form of reviews, comments, and citations in the works of others; direct letters of assessment 
by recognized authorities off campus solicited by the department and by the candidate; and such evidence as invitations from leaders in the field to 
contribute to publications, conferences, and exhibitions, to serve on editorial boards, to review books, etc. (Reputation of the place--journal, 
gallery, theatre-- in which the articles, research projects, poems, short stories, works, etc., have appeared will be an important consideration, as 
will the publishers or sponsors.)  
b. Honors or awards serve to recognize the person's contributions for long-term work in the field and/or new interpretations and applications of 
research.  
 
III. Public, University, and Professional Service (including Academic Advising) - Accomplishment in this area should be significantly greater than was 
expected to achieve the rank of associate professor. Not only has the person consistently played a constructive role in departmental meetings, 
committee, and in college-wide faculty governance since the last promotion, he or she is now accepting leadership roles in the department, the 
college, and the profession. This is demonstrated by providing the following evidence: a. Increased complexity in administrative duties. (For 
example, the person has chaired a variety of committees, both inside and outside the department.)  
b. The excellence of his or her contributions to the committees is testified to by colleagues and can be illustrated in tangible ways.  
c. The work/product of the committees is exemplary and significant to the college or organization.  
d. Applies effective academic advising principles (see Appendix I) during timely meetings with students and by sharing current SUNY, departmental, 
and college policies related to satisfactory academic progress toward graduation.  
 
 
As a general guideline, from associate to professor could come as quickly as four or five years after promotion for the most exceptional faculty, i.e., 
those who are clearly outstanding on all promotional criteria. Most associate professors should aspire to and seek promotion to full professorial 
status from six to ten years after their promotion to associate status. Those associate professors whose further growth is undistinguished or poorly 
balanced (i.e., very strong on some promotional criteria but undistinguished on others) may expect to serve longer as associate professor before 
promotion to professor. Some associate professors can be expected never to become professors.  
Appendix I  
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IV. ACADEMIC ADVISING AT SUNY BUFFALO STATE a. Definition: Academic Advisement at SUNY Buffalo State is a relationship between students 
and advisers that prepares students to successfully navigate college processes; understand the parts and purpose of degree requirements; follow a 
meaningful, experience-rich path from matriculation to choosing majors to timely graduation; evaluate post-graduate career options; and become 
positive, contributing members of the Buffalo State alumni community.  
b. Mission Statement: Academic advisement serves as inspiration, motivation, and support for all students in their academic and professional goals 
as they develop as members of the Buffalo State community and transition to being active alumni leaders of a diverse society.  
c. Values Statement: The values associated with advising at SUNY Buffalo State resonate with the values of the college. Academic Advising 
exemplifies the profitable learning that can occur outside of the classroom and the fulfillment that is found in intellectual discovery. i. Access: We 
are committed to offering accurate, purposeful advising to help all students develop meaningful academic and career plans that address their goals 
in a timely manner.  
ii. Diversity: We respect the individuality of our students. Advising services are available in a variety of ways that meet the diverse needs of our 
campus populations and help individuals realize their full potential.  
iii. Service to Society: We foster habits required for critical thinking and social awareness so that students make informed choices consistent with 
their academic, career and life goals.  
iv. Integrity: We seek to build meaningful academic relationships between advisers and students in a process that demonstrates a commitment to 
professional ethics and moral integrity, and that thereby affords students the opportunity for self-reflection and authentic inquiry.  
 
d. Academic Advising Commitments: Academic Advising at Buffalo State reflects the college’s strategic position as a transformational learning 
environment focused on student success. Academic advisers and students at SUNY Buffalo State share responsibility for quality academic 
advisement. Students must commit to taking responsibility for actively, regularly, and honestly engaging with their academic advisers to develop 
their personal and professional plans. SUNY Buffalo State will:  
 
i. Provide students with advisers who care for students’ experiences, respect their life choices and plans, and serve as advocates when problems 
need resolution.  
ii. Mentor students as they explore and clarify their values, educational path, career plans, and life goals.  
iii. Offer timely information and accurate guidance about degree requirements, extra-curricular educational activities and research opportunities, 
policies and procedures to assist students in navigating and maximizing their college experience.  
iv. Guide students to maximize academic success, complete graduation requirements in a timely manner, and transition smoothly to future 
academic or professional work.  
v. Conduct ongoing assessment of college-wide academic advising to maximize effectiveness  

 

Appendix E 

DOPS Policy Credit Overlap resolution-introduced by Standards for Students Committee-Heather Maldonado, Chair 

DOPS Revisions:   
Dual Degree; Second Major, Single Degree; Student Eligibility for an Academic Minor; Proposal for Minors  

Introduced at the April 2017 Senate Meeting by the Standards for Students Committee  
  

Whereas SUNY does not have policies related to the Dual Degrees or Second Major, Single  
Degree, or Minors policies, nor does the State Department of Education review minors;  
  
Whereas the Standards for Students was asked by the Provost at the end of Spring 2016 to review the credit overlap elements of the Second Major, 
Single Degree DOPS policy (I:06:01);   
  
Whereas the Academic Standards Office has received numerous inquiries related to credit overlap and related issues to the Student Eligibility for an 
Academic Minor DOPS policy (I:08:00) and the Proposal for Minors DOPS policy (IV:05:00);   
  
Whereas there is lack of coherence among the credit overlap requirements of the Dual Degree DOPS policy (I:01:03) and the Second Major, Single 
Degree policy and the Minors policy that results in uneven academic integrity for individual programs and Buffalo State degrees;   
  
Whereas our current policy that requires 152 credits for a Dual Degree and our policies that fail to require a specific number of distinct credits for 
Dual Degrees and Second Major, Single Degree are inconsistent with similar policies in effect at other SUNY institutions; and   
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Whereas the lack of specificity about permissible levels of credit overlap in these policies creates ambiguity in policy interpretation which leads to 

difficulties in academic advisement, course selection, and degree conferral.  
  
Therefore:  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State amend our Dual Degree; Second Major, Single Degree; Student Eligibility for an Academic Minor; Proposal for 
Minors DOPS policies as revised* in this document to create coherency among these policies and to assist with accurate academic advisement with 
the intent to improve students’ timely graduation in these programs that enhance the value of a Buffalo State degree.  
  
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT the college catalog be updated to ensure that DOPS language is consistently reflected in the catalog for these 
policies.  
  
 (*Revisions to current policy are noted in the text that follows.)  

  
1  

DOPS  
  Policy Number: I:01:03   
Date: Updated February 2009   

s Subject: Dual Baccalaureate Degree     
  The awarding of two degrees at the baccalaureate level may occur under given circumstances. Coursework in  
fulfillment of requirements for two baccalaureate degrees (B.S. or B.A. or both) may be undertaken simultaneously  
or concurrently, but requires significant additional coursework (at least 30 credit hours, usually one additional  
year) in distinctly different fields with at least 15 distinct upper division credits (i.e., not overlap with primary major  
requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations). The exception to this requirement is  
the bachelor of fine arts, in which two degrees may be awarded upon the fulfillment of the requirements of each  
degree. Students must earn a minimum of 150 credit hours to qualify for two baccalaureate degrees. The  
maximum number of degrees awarded at the baccalaureate level is two.  
  
Students opting for a dual degree should contact the departments involved, request a review of their progress and  
academic advice concerning the second degree, and complete a Change Major/Minor/Concentration Form to be  
filed with the Registrar’s Office. Students pursuing dual baccalaureate degrees should seek academic advisement  
from the appropriate faculty advisers or department chairs in both majors to ensure that all dual degree  
requirements will be fulfilled.   

  
  
  
  
  
  DOPS – track changes  

  Policy Number: I:01:03   
Date: Updated February 2009   
Subject: Dual Baccalaureate Degree s 

    
  The awarding of two degrees at the baccalaureate level may occur under given circumstances. Coursework in fulfillment of requirements for  
two baccalaureate degrees (B.S. or B.A. or both) may be undertaken simultaneously or concurrently, but requires significant additional  
coursework (at least  

    32 30 credit hours, usually one additional year) in distinctly different fields  with at least 15 distinct upper division credits 
  ( i.e., not overlap with primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations ) .  E The e xception s  to this  

requirement  are  is  the bachelor of fine arts  and bachelor of technology , in which two degrees may be awarded upo n the fulfillment of the  
requirements of each degree. Students must earn a minimum of  152 

  150 
  credit hours to qualify for two baccalaure ate degrees. The maximum  

number of degrees awarded at the baccalaureate level is two.  
  Students opting for a dual degree should contact the departments involved, request a review of their progress and  academic advice concerning  
the second degree, and complete a Change Major/Minor/Concentration Form to be filed with the Registrar’s Office.  Students pursuing dual  
baccalaureate degrees should seek academic advisement from the appropriate faculty advisers or department chairs in both majors to ensure  
that all dual degree requirements  will be have been  fulfilled.   
    

Commented [MH1]:  This section has been updated to  
reflect current college degree offerings.   
Commented [MH2]:  This sentence has been moved to  
place all advisement/procedure guidance in a separate  
paragraph from the policy paragraph.   

2   
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DOPS  

Policy Number: I:06:01   
Date: Updated February 2009   
Subject: Second Major, Single Degree   
A student may fulfill the requirements for two majors and receive a designation on the official transcript indicating 
the completion of a baccalaureate degree in one major with the fulfillment of requirements of a distinctly different 
second major. The second major must include at least 15 distinct upper division credits (i.e., not overlap with 
primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations). . Upon conferral of the 
degree, the student’s transcript will contain two entries: the major degree and a notation that “this student has also 
completed all requirements for a second major in the appropriate area.”  

The student must use the Application for Undergraduate Degree to identify a primary major in which the degree will 
be awarded, and the second major that will be completed. Students opting for a second major should contact the 
department involved, request a review of their progress and academic advice concerning the second major, and 
complete a Change Major/Minor/Concentration Form to be filed with the Registrar’s Office. The student’s primary 
major adviser does regular advisement of the student. Only one baccalaureate degree may be awarded for a four-
year, 120-credit hour program.  

  

  

  

  

  
DOPS – track changes Policy 

Number: I:06:01   
Date: Updated February 2009   
Subject: Second Major, Single Degree   
A student may fulfill the requirements for two majors and receive a designation on the official transcript indicating the completion of a 
baccalaureate degree in one major with the fulfillment of requirements of a distinctly different  second  major. The second major must include at 
least 15 distinct upper division credits (i.e., not overlap with primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or 
concentrations). The student must identify a primary major in which the degree will be awarded. In fulfilling the requirements of a second  

 

major, the student will make careful use of electives. The student completes an Application for Undergraduate Degree at the registrar’s Office  Commented [MH3]: 
These sentences has 
been edited and 
moved to place all 
advisement/procedure 
guidance in a separate 
paragraph from the 
policy paragraph.  

indicating on the application the degree major and the second major. Go to http://registrar.buffalostate.edu/ for a link to a page where students 
can download a copy of the application. Upon receipt conferral of the degree, the student’s transcript will contain two entries: the  

 
major degree and a notation that “this student has also completed all requirements for a second major in the appropriate area.”  
The student must use the Application for Undergraduate Degree to identify a primary major in which the degree will be awarded, and the second 
major that will be completed. Students opting for a second major should contact the department involved, request a review of their progress and 
academic advice concerning the second major, and complete a Change Major/Minor/Concentration FormChange of Major form to be filed with the 
Registrar’s Office. The student’s primary major adviser does regular advisement of the student. Only one baccalaureate degree may be awarded 
for a four -year, 120-credit hour program.  

    

3  
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Policy Number: I:08:00   
Updated: December 2016   
Subject: Student Eligibility for an Academic Minor   

Buffalo State College academic minors are specifically conceived sequences of courses designed to allow students to 
achieve important goals. A minor may be used to complement the major course of study, broaden and enhance career 
opportunities, gain expertise in an area of interdisciplinary studies, or provide in-depth study in a subject of special 
interest. While an academic minor is an optional study program, students often find it an excellent way to make strategic 
use of all college elective courses.   

Each minor program consists of 18 – 21 credit hours of coursework. A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required for 
admission to a minor program and at least three of the courses in each minor must be completed at the college. A minor 
must include at least 9 distinct credits (i.e., not overlap with primary major requirements or overlap with the 
requirements of a minor or concentrations). A minor may include no more than half of its credit hours at the lower-
division level. A maximum of three courses of transfer credit will be permitted. Students may declare up to two minors 
Students who complete the minor with a minimum GPA of 2.0 will have the minor recorded on their official transcript.   

Only matriculated students who intend to seek an undergraduate degree may be accepted into a minor program. 
Students interested in selecting a minor program should contact the coordinating department as soon as possible and 
complete a Change Major/Minor/Concentration Form. A listing of all minors and requirements is on file in each 
department and dean’s office. Only the coordinating department provides advisement on individual minors.   

For information regarding the development of a proposal for an Academic Minor, refer to the Directory of Policy Statements, 
Section IV:05:00.  

  
DOPS – track changes  

  
Policy Number: I:08:00   
Updated: December 2016   
Subject: Student Eligibility for an Academic Minor   
Buffalo State College academic minors are specifically conceived sequences of courses designed to allow students to achieve important goals. A minor 
may be used to complement the major course of study, broaden and enhance career opportunities, gain expertise in an area of interdisciplinary studies, 
or provide in-depth study in a subject of special interest. While an academic minor is an optional study program, students often find it an excellent way to 
make strategic use of all college elective courses.   
Each minor program consists of 18 – 21 credit hours of coursework. A minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 is required for admission to a minor program 
and at least three of the courses in each minor must be completed at the college. A minor must include at least 9 distinct credits (i.e., not overlap with 
primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations).A minor may include no more than 9 total hours that 
overlap with the student’s major disciplinary requirements. A minor may include no more than half of its credit hours at  

Commented [MH4]: This restates information from the 
DOPS minor proposal policy in this DOPS policy related to 
student eligibility for a minor so these critical minor rules 
are noted in the college catalog for advisement purposes.  
Commented [MH5]: Updated to correct form name in 
DOPS.  

the lower-division level. A maximum of three courses of transfer credit will be permitted com    
with a minimum GPA of 2.0 will have the minor recorded on their official transcript.   
Only matriculated students who intend to seek an undergraduate degree may be accepted        
selecting a minor program should contact the coordinating department as soon as possible and   
FormChange of Major/Minor form. A listing of all minors and requirements is on file in each dep        

. Students may declare up to two minors Students who  
 Change Major/Minor/Concentration  

 
For information regarding the development of a proposal for an Academic Minor, refer to the Directory of Policy Statements, Section IV:05:00.  

  
  

4  
  

coordinating department provides advisement on individual minors.   
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Policy Number: IV:05:00   
Revised: Spring 2015   
Subject: Proposals for Minors (Relevant excerpts)   
  
Requirements of Minors  
  
According to College policy, each minor program developed and approved must conform to the following guidelines:  

A. A minor may not be taken from the same discipline as a student’s major program.   
B. A 2.0 minimum cumulative grade point average is required for admission to a minor program.   
C. A minor shall consist of no fewer than 18 and no more than 21 credit hours of coursework.   
D. A minor must include at least 9 distinct credits (i.e., not overlap with primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations)..   
E. A minor may include no more than half of its credit hours at the lower-division level.   
F. A maximum of three courses of transfer credit will be permitted.   
G. Students may declare up to two minors.   
H. The minor program must include all course prerequisites.   
I. Exceptions to these minor proposal requirements must be requested through the Curriculum Committee of the College Senate with appropriate justifications provided. 

Student exceptions to any minor program requirements may be petitioned through the Academic Appeals Committee with appropriate justifications provided.  
J. Faculty, through their departments and programs, will define disciplinary individualities. An academic minor at Buffalo State is an optional program of study available to 

undergraduate students and may not be required for graduation from any degree program. A minor may be used to complement the major course of study, broaden 
and enhance career opportunities, gain expertise in an area of interdisciplinary studies, or provide in-depth study in a subject of special interest.  

  
  
  

DOPS – track changes  
  
Policy Number: IV:05:00   
Revised: Spring 2015   
Subject: Proposals for Minors (Relevant excerpts)   
  
Requirements of Minors  
  
According to College policy, each minor program developed and approved must conform to the following guidelines: A.  A minor may not be taken from the same discipline as a 

student’s major program.   
B. A 2.0 minimum cumulative grade point average is required for admission to a minor program.   
C. A minor shall consist of no fewer than 18 and no more than 21 credit hours of coursework.   
D. A minor may must include no more thanat least 9 total distinct hours credits (i.e., not overlap with primary major requirements or overlap with the requirements of a minor or concentrations).that overlap with 

the student’s major disciplinary requirements.  E.  A minor may include no more than half of its credit hours at the lower-division level.   
F. A maximum of three courses of transfer credit will be permitted.   
G. Students may declare up to two minors.   
H. The minor program must include all course prerequisites.   
I. Exceptions to these minor proposal requirements must be requested through the Curriculum Committee of the College Senate with appropriate justifications provided. Student exceptions to any minor program 

requirements may be petitioned through the Academic Appeals Committee with appropriate justifications provided.  
J. Faculty, through their departments and programs, will define disciplinary individualities. An academic minor at Buffalo State is an optional program of study available to undergraduate students and may not be 

required for graduation from any degree program. A minor may be used to complement the major course of study, broaden and enhance career opportunities, gain expertise in an area of interdisciplinary 
studies, or provide in-depth study in a subject of special interest.  
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Appendix F 

Deadline for Matriculating Undergraduate Students resolution-introduced by Standards for Students Committee-Heather 
Maldonado, Chair 

Resolution to Establish an Acknowledgement Deadline for Matriculating Undergraduate Students  
Introduced at the April 2017 Senate Meeting  
by the Standards for Students Committee  
Whereas the college currently has a May 1 deadline for students to acknowledge1 their acceptance2 but it is not enforced;  
1  
Whereas matriculating3 undergraduate students must acknowledge with sufficient lead time for the semester to allow for course selection that 
supports timely graduation, better on-campus housing availability, processing health insurance waivers, completing the requirements for financial 
aid packaging (including book deferments), purchasing course materials before the start of classes; and attending classes on the first day of the 
semester:  
Whereas students who acknowledge late and who have high-demand majors may not be able to register for classes in their majors or fulfill degree 
requirements that allow them to make progress toward timely graduation, or meet academic eligibility requirements for financial aid;  
Whereas there is a considerable time commitment made by staff and faculty to process and advise students who acknowledge late yet these 
students are retained from fall to spring at a much lower rate compared to students who acknowledge earlier (see data presented below);  
Therefore:  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Buffalo State College adopt the following policy defining an acknowledgement deadline of two (2) weeks prior to the first day 
of classes for the semester;  
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that students who apply or are eligible for acceptance after this date will be notified that their admission will be deferred 
to the following semester:  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that these changes will be reviewed in two (2) years to determine the effects on retention and graduation. 
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